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A MODERN CONTROL DESIGN METHODOLOGY

WITH APPLICATION TO THE CH-47 HELICOPTER

Richard D. Holdridge, Ph.D.

Stanford University, 1985

A control system design methodology is developed which produces robust,

low-order optimal controllers for multiple-input multiple-output systems. The

methodology attempts to focus the strengths of recent "Modern Control" design

algorithms on the problems associated with real control system designs. The

methodology is a set of procedures which aids the engineer in creating a realizable

controller in either digital or analog form.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the methodology, two control augmentation

systems (CAS) were designed and flight tested on a CH-47 helicopter at NASA

Ames Research Center. The first design was a longitudinal cruise CAS giving

the pilot decoupled control of forward velocity and climb rate. This design task

demonstrated the low-order controller and robustness features of the methodology.

It also demonstrated the use of modern control techniques in designing integral-

error controllers. Flight test results are presented. The second controller is a

translational velocity command/ precision hover hold system. This two mode con-

troller demonstrates the methodology as applied to a more complicated design task

which includes control law switching and inner loop/ outer loop considerations.

Flight test results are also presented.
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State Equations

[-.045 .036 0 -32.21 rui 0 11 [.045 -.0361
IW -. 37 -2.02 176.0 0 W + -28.2 0 [6e .37 2.02 [uW1

.00191 -. 0396 -2.98 0 + -11.0 0 ,+ -. 00191 .03961 wi
0 0 1.0 0 0 00 0

(2.2)

Measurements

[ -1 .06.0 + 0 6t + 0  
[U0 + V, (2.3)

01 0]1 0 ii1 'Djl 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ve

Q 2406 9.098 (2.4)

r 380 . ]
R = 0 .318 0 (2.5)

p,0 0 .000391

where:

u- forward velocity, ft/8ec

w- vertical velocity, ft/Bee

7- pitch rate, radians/see

0- pitch angle, radians

A. -- elevator, radians

- throttle, ft/sec2

11W - longitudinal gusts, ft/sec

wW- vertical gusts, ft/sec

V'j, vi, v9- measurement noise, ft/sec. ft/sec, radian8

Q- disturbance spectral density [2)

R- measurement noise spectral density(assumes standard deviations of I ft/sec for

u and h and 2 deg for 0 with .16 second correlation times(T,)). The spectral
densities come from the approximation S.D. s 2o2T.[9]

Figure 2.1: Navion Linear Model Before Scaling. Nominal airspeed is 100 knots
(100 ft/see). Note the large order of magnitude differences in the elements of the system
matrices. This is caused by the different units of the states.
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needed is a linear system in state variable form:

= Fz + Gu + rw

y = Hz + Lu+ Nw + v
(2.1)i= Az + By

u = Cz + Dy

where:

z- system states, n x 1

z- compensator states, r x I

u- controls, m x 1

w- plant disturbances, m' x 1

y- sensor measurements, p x I

v- sensor noise, p x 1
Q- plant disturbance spectral density matrix, mI x MI

R- sensor noise spectral density matrix, p x p
Di

This model is needed for all plant conditions for which the controller is expected

to operate. Typically, the conditions include the nominal operating point and

several off-nominal conditions for which the control system must also be stable

and perform adequately. Figure 2.1 shows the Navion model at the sea level, 104

knot flight condition. No off-nominal flight conditions are included in the example.

With the dynamic model now available, the methodology can continue with the

scaling of the model.

2.2. Model Scaling

Model scaling is the systematic process of changing the units of the variables

in the plant model. This process is described and used by Bryson(BR,sect 7.2)

and is a necessary first step in the process of compensator order reduction. Since

i " . . . .. . -,. .. . ." . .. . ... .• . .. .. ... . .



Chapter 2.

The Design Methodology

From the discussion of Chapter 1, the need for a structured approach to using

modern control methods to design control systems is apparent. This chapter de-

scribes a design methodology developed to take advantage of the strengths of the

modern control techniques while eliminating or reducing their weaknesses. The

methodology is a refinement and an expansion of design procedures described by

Bryson and taught in the advanced flight control course at Stanford University.[1

Figure 1.3 shows a flow chart describing the methodology. This chapter describes

each step and explains why it is necessary. To facilitate the description of the

methodolgy, a simple design task is traced through the process, namely the design

of a longitudinal autopilot for commanding aircraft airspeed and climb rate. The

plant model represents the Navion general aviation aircraft at sea level and about

100 knots(176 ft/sec) airspeed. The objective is a dynamic compensator which

could be implemented on a digital compr ter in the aircraft.

2.1. Model Derivation

The development of dynamic models for use in control system synthesis is

an entire engineering discipline in itself. For this design methodology, the model

10
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dures is the lack of experience in real world application, Chapters 3 and 4 present

the results of applying these techniques to a real world problem. The "real world"

problem is the design of a control system for a Boeing-Vertol CH-47 "Chinook"

helicopter operated by the NASA Ames Research Center. Chapter 3 shows the

application of the methodology to the design of a longitudinal cruise control aug-

mentation system(CAS). Specifically, the CAS is designed to give the pilot a veloc-

ity/climb rate command capability for cruise flight. The controller is MIMO with

4 measurements and 2 controls. Chapter 4 applies the techniques to the more dif-

ficult task of designing a position hold/velocity command controller for the CH-47

during hover and low speed operations. For this task there are two modes of oper-

ation(velocity command and position hold), switching logic for going between the

modes, 11 measurements, and 3 controls which must be considered in the design.

I *For both these designs, simulation and flight test results are presented.

u i " Iaid m w m m m m -" "m -na aw . . . " -"-
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[Model Derivation

Model Scaling :

S LOG Design
______

SOrder Reduction

IReoptimizationj
I*2

Robust Design

Feedforward Gains
Digitization

S Simulate
Fly

Figure 1.3: The Design Methodology. The many loops indicate the iterative
nature of the process. The computer programs associated with each step are described in
the appendices.
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('7 4 The design and analysis tools for LQG techniques have only recently be-

come easy to use in practical engineering applications.

These disadvantages provide a dilemma to the engineer faced with a difficult

MIMO control design task. If he chooses to use LQG methods, he may be break-

ing new ground when he finally implements his system in actual operational hard-

ware/software. On the other hand, if he uses classical techniques in his design

procedure, he may end up with a design lacking in performance.

This report presents a control system design methodology which attempts

to minimize the disadvantages of many modern control techniques, as described

above, while taking advantage of the strengths of both modern and classical con-

trol techniques. Specifically, the methodology gives the engineer a structured

* oapproach to designing arbitrary order, robust, optimal controllers which can be

implemented in digital or analog hardware. In this case, "arbitrary order" implies

feedback compensation of any size, regardless of the plant model. This is an im-

portant consideration for high order plants. "Robust" is defined as insensitivity

of the controller performance to changes in the plant. "Optimal" relates to the

design methodology's attempt to minimize a quadratic performance index. This

methodology is a refinement and expansion of techniques described by Bryson [2]

and depends heavily on a robust-control design algorithm by Ly.[3] Figure 1.3 is

a flow diagram showing the steps involved in the methodolgy. Chapter 2 of this

report is a detailed description of this methodology. To clarify the description, a

simple design is taken through all steps of the design procedures with explanations

for design decisions made during the process.

Since one of the major disadvantages of using modern control design proce-

0
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( Modern (or LQG) design techniques are characterized by simultaneous closing

of all loops from measurements to controls. Figure 1.2 shows the form of this type

of controller. LQG design techniques offer several advantages to the designer of

MIMO controllers:

* They ensure a stable design, if it exists, for the given measurements and

4controls.

* They result in coordinated, "graceful" controllers. In particular, the con-

trols do not fight each other to satisfy the design requirements.

* For complicated systems, the design can be done fairly quickly.

Although these advantages make modern control design techniques very powerful,

there are disadvantages which cannot be disregarded:

* The designs are often not robust to changes and uncertainties in the plant

model, i.e. they are to "finely-tuned" to the plant model.

* For complex systems, the controller designs are complicated, making im-

plementation difficult.

* Only a few designers have developed physical intuition for selecting perfor-

mance indices.

• There is little physical intuition developed concerning the loops closed by

the design process.

• There are relatively few examples of operational systems designed using

these techniques. Practicing design engineers are therefore hesitant to use

these techniques.

I. .
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u - candtrl
y - mea *~ t
H - fodbact compensuOn

Figure 1.1: Classical Control. Characterized by incremental loop closures.

U-- U. --i'mtrs! veto

YU- YP -- mcsseret vectr

Z,- 2, -- compesstO motetls

Figure 1.2: Modern Control. Characterized by simultaneous loop closure.
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1.2. A Modern Control Design Methodology

Classical control techniques are routinely applied to the design of MIMO sys-

tems. The process is characterized by successive loop closing. (Figure 1.1) SomeBI
of the advantages of using this approach are:

* The designs are simple with clear physical intuition for each loop closed.

4 * For uncomplicated or open loop stable systems, the procedure is fairly fast.

* There is a large experience base for applying these methods.

* Numerous design and analysis tools exist.

e Operational hardware/software implementation is well understood and straight-

forward.

However, there are also some disadvantages to using classical design techniques

for MIMO systems:

" For complicated or highly unstable systems, one loop may not stabilize the

system.

" It may be difficult to decide what loops should be closed. This is espe-

cially true in complicated systems(large space structures for example), or

in unfamiliar systems where little physical intuition has been developed.

" Different loops can "fight" each other resulting in using more control than

is necessary or available.

" Many of the design techniques(Root locus, frequency response,etc.) are

difficult to apply to MIMO systems. I
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* Better Numerical Methods(HQR, HQZ, SVD, etc.)- 1960-present

* Singular Value Techniques- Doyle and Stein and others,1970-present

* Gradient Design Methods- Ly and others,1980-present

These techniques are often labeled "modern control" where the previously men-

tioned methods(Root locus, Frequencly Response, etc.) are often called "classical

control" techniques. Perhaps the major difference between the two is that classical

techniques are best suited to single input single output(SISO) dynamic systems

where the modern control techniques are equally applicable to multiple input mul-

tiple output(MIMO) systems.

Virtually all control systems in operational use today, in numerous diverse ap-

plications, have been designed using classical control techniques. These techniques

have been preferred over the modern control methods because most of the appli-

cations are fairly simple SISO systems. Even if the systems being controlled aren't

truly SISO, acceptable SISO approximations can often be made. For instance, air-

craft motions can be separated into longitudinal and lateral motions which can be

approximated by fast and slow linear SISO systems. Design methodologies based

on classical control use these SISO approximations for autopilot designs. As we

might expect, this approach results in less performance than might be possible had

we not made the simplifying assumptions (necessary to use the design techniques).

This procedure is completely inappropriate if the system to be controlled cannot

be adequately approximated by several uncoupled SISO systems.
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engineers had the opportunity to build greatly improved control systems. How-

ever, the existing analytical tools were difficult to apply. More systematic anal-

ysis and design tools were needed to aid in developing control systems. Such

techniques were developed in the early part of this century. A few of these tech-

niques(applicable to linear systems) are listed below:

* Nyquist Stability Analysis- Nyquist, 1930's

* Frequency Response- Bode, 1940's

* Root Locus- Evans, 1940's

McRuer's Chapter I contains an excellent summary of these early analytical tech-

niques and their applications.[l] All these techniques(plus others) provided the

theory, and the signal processing devices existed to design sophisticated control

systems which were installed in operational systems such as aircraft, missiles,

rockets, ships, etc. The requirements of the military during World War H pushed

the development and refinement of these techniques and of hardware capable of

implementing the designs.

During the 1950's, the tools and hardware available to control engineers con-

tinued to expand. It was during this decade that the digital computer became a

practical tool for designing and implementing control systems. With the digital

computer, the control design engineer had much more signal processing capability.

Analysis and design techniques soon developed which took advantage of the digital

computer. A few of these techniques are:

* Kalman Filter- Kalman,1960

6 Linear Quadratic Gaussian(LQG) techniques- Bryson and others,1960-present

L



Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1. Historical Background on Control System De-
sign

Control system design, as an engineering discipline, is relatively new. It has

been coupled closely with the development of measurement devices(sensors), elec-

tronic signal processing capability(analog and digital hardware), and the develop-

ment of mathematical techniques for the design and analysis of dynamic systems.

Before electronic signal processing, ingenious mechanical devices were designed

which incorporated simple feedback mechanisms. "Simple" here implies their an-

alytical complexity; sometimes these devices could be quite compicated mechani-

cally. Some simple examples of these mechanical feedback devices are:

& Water level control in a tank using float valves

* James Watts' centrifugal governor for steam engines

Conventional techniques for analyzing dynamic systems (Newtonian dynamics,

Lagrangian dynamics, etc.) were adequate to study and design these mechanical

devices.

With the development of electronic signal processing and electronic sensors,

.,
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4 - many dynamic systems, including the example here, have parameters with different

units, it is often difficult to compare control gains or estimator gains for states

or measurements with differing units. In the Navion example, to determine the

relative importance of velocity to elevator and pitch angle to elevator gains would

be difficult since velocity has units of ft/sec and pitch angle has units of radians.

Model scaling allows the engineer to select a new set of units which result in the

plant model having variables with units having a sort of "equivalent" importance

to the designer. Of course, selection of such a set of units requires an understanding

of the dynamics of the process being controlled. For the Navion, the angle variables

are changed from radians to .01 radians while the linear variables remain in units

of ft/sec. Such a selection is reasonable since .01 radians and 1 ft/sec are similar

in importance to a pilot flying the aircraft. For a supersonic aircraft, a suitable

, selection might be .01 radians and 10 ft/sec.

Figure 2.2 shows the scaled dynamic model. This change of scaling is accom-

plished analytically using similarity transformations based on the changes in units.

Appendix A presents the derivation of the transformations and the equations used

to transform all matrices of the dynamic model into the new units. The computer

program ROPTSYS, described in Appendix J, implements these equations as the

first step in calculating an optimal full order compensator. The next step in the

design methodology uses this scaled dynamic system as a starting point.

2.3. LQG Design

During this step in the design procedure, the optimal regulator and estimator

gains are calculated for the scaled dynamic system. Appendix B shows the deriva-
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State Equations

6 1 -]_ 0 4 5 .0 3 6 0 -. 3 2 2 1s c l e d 0 1 r 0 4 0 3 6 11
.391 -3.02 -2.98 0 W-. -11.0 0 4 ed~ -. 1 1 3.96 y.71 -2.06 2-1.7 0 ii: "1 ...28 ed 37 .0
0ead 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0

(2.6)

Measurements

40
h1 0 0 . + [0 0 , + [ + 00 (2.7)09 -- 0 .6 6t seated 0"4"U~ .. leld

1,le 0 0 eldV e aled

Qsealed = 24.6 0

1.18 0 01 (2-b)
R.eaed = .318 0

0 3.9

PJ where:

u- forward velocity, ft/eec

w- vertical velocity, ft/eec

q- pitch rate, .01 radiane/ec

0- pitch angle, .01 radian8

6e- elevator, .01 radiah
61- throttle, ft/sec2

UF- longitudinal gusts, ft/eec

wt,- vertical gusts, ft/eec

vU, vj , Va- measurement noise, ft/eec, ft/eec, .01 radian.
Q- disturbance spectral density, (From Bryson [21 sect 9.4)

R- measurement noise spectral density(assumes standard deviations of 1 ft/ee
for u and it and 2 deg for 0 with .16 second correlation times(To). The spectral
densities come from the approximation, S.D. ;s 2a2T,.[9]

Figure 2.2: Navion Linear Model After Scaling. The results of the scaling are
most noticeable in the F, G, and R matrices.
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4 tion of the technique used to calculate these gains. The optimal gain calculation

of this appendix is based on the eigenvector decomposition of the Hamiltonian

matrix as described in Hall and Bryson.[17] A modification to the technique is the

capability to weight the linear combination of states and controls, y. = H.z + Du,

in determining regulator gains, and, by duality, to include plant noise in the mea-

surement, y, = Hmx + Lu + Nw + v, in determining estimator gains.' This

modification is essential for aerospace applications since it allows acceleration to

be used as a measurement for estimator design, and weighted in regulator design.

The ROPTSYS computer program, described in Appendix J, calculates these reg-

ulator and estimator gains. It also calculates the compensator dynamic system

based on these gains. One item of note is that the A and B matrices, used in

the quadratic performance index(P.I. = fo"(y'Ayo + uTBu) dt), can start as the

AJ identity matrices since the system has been scaled in "equivalent" engineering S

units.

The compensator dynamic system is displayed in three formats:

Conventional Form

= (F- GC- KH)z + Ky
(2.9)

U = Cz

where:

z- compensator states, n x 1

y- sensor measurements, p x I

U- controls, m x 1

K- steady state Kalman filter gains, n x p

C- optimal regualtor gains, m x n
'Franklin and Powell show this derivation for the direct digital design case.16.
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C- Modal Form

i = Fod Z + Kso0 d Y
(2.10)

U = Cmod Z

where:

FmoJ- modal form of (F - GC - KH)

Kmo,- modal form of K

Cm-od- modal form of C

l01 1 O ...

-WI 0r1

Fmod= 0 a2 W2 ,nxn
-W2 a2

Kmod[ * * n x p

Cmod * m x

Block Minimal Form

-Fmi. z+ Km y (2.12)
U "-CmsnZrI

* where:

Fiom- minimal form of (F - GC - KH)

Kmin- minimal form of K

* Ci,- minimal form of C

S , ; , ,. -, .. .., , ,,,., , .. _ . . . _ . . . - _ .. .. .- .. . ... .
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0 1
al a2

0F.in= 0 0 1 .. ,

Kmi = ] nxp (2.13)

CmIF [ . ,Tt]

The modal form is calculated using the eigenvector matrix as a similarity transfor-

mation. Appendix C shows the equations needed to do this. The transformation

to minimal form is derived in Appendix C. The modal and minimal realizations

are important since they are unique realizations of the dynamic system. From

7 jjthe block minimal realization of the compensator, the designer can assess the rel-

ative importance of the different modes. To aid in this determination of modal

importance, the ROPTSYS program also calculates two input/output measures,

both based on work done by Bernard.[7] One measure is the singular value of the

residue matrix associated with that mode. It is defined as:

= (R)= ig g rThh hrjh2  (2.14)

where:
91,g2- the two rows of K,,;,, associated with the mode being analyzed
h1, A2- the two columns of Cmin associated with the mode being analyzed
(Ri)- the singular value of the residue matrix for the ith mode

The second measure of merit, M2, is just the first weighted by the real part of the
mode being evaluated:

M2_ (a,)(2.15)

1 ...

4v

-~~ 1 -
-- ~~~C~r m -x n l -"I i il°1" l r "--P__ '
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The larger these measures are, the more important that mode is to the overall

input/output characteristics of the compensator. In the case of unstable compen-

sator modes, these should not be eliminated since they are usually required for

stabilization of unstable plant modes. Figure 2.3 shows the results for the Navion

control, which came from ROPTSYS. The input data required to get these results

are shown in Appendix J.

From these results, we note that the open loop Navion has a well damped short

period (the fast open loop mode) but the phugoid (the slow open loop mode) is

only lightly damped. The regulator design improves these dynamics by forcing

the two phugoid roots onto the real axis and speeding them up. The resulting

compensator is fairly fast (as fast as the aircraft response itself) and well damped.

This design was also analyzed using the RSANDY program, described in Appendix

K, to evaluate the compensator performance in the presence of plant disturbances

(vertical and longitudinal wind gusts) and measurement noise. The wind gust

data come from a turbulence model described by Bryson.[1] The performance is

tabulated in Figure 2.4.

Using these data, Figures 2.3 and 2.4, we can proceed to the next step of the

design, simplification of the full-order compensator.

2.4. Compensator Order Reduction and Reopti-
mization

As with each step in this methodology, the subject of compensator order reduc-

tion and simplification is an engineering discipline in itself. For this methodology,

the compensator mode measures, M, and M2, are the criteria for deciding which
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System Eigenvalues Damping-
Open Loop(F) -2.51 ± j2.59, -. 017 4- .21 .7, .08

Regulator(F-GC) -2.43 ± j"3.05, -1.03, -2.43 .62, 1,1
Estimator(F-KH) -11.3, -2.98, -. 84 ± j.43 1,1, .89

Compensator(F-GC-KH) -11.3, -3.04 ± j2.34, -1.82 1, .8,1

Mode Real Imag M, M2
1 -11.34 0 2.62 .23
2 -3.04 2.34 1.86 .61
3 -3.04 -2.34 - -
4 -1.82 0 .83 .46

Compensator Dynamic System Matrices

-11.342 0 0 0

Fmin 0 0 1 0

0 -14.686 -6.0721 0
0 0 0 -1.8155[-.0133 -2.6218 .0244

-.278 -.0886 .0652
1.49 .872 -. 337

A .771 -.0464 -.101.

-.0133 -2.6218 2.44 (2.16)

= -278 -.0886 6.52
Kmin(Unsaled) = 11.49 .872 -33.7

.771 -.0464 -10.1]
Cmin(scaled) = 1.0 0 1.0 -. 36]

C-.0344 .198 .0216 1.0
-01 0 -. 01 .0036]C mi un cal d) = .0344 -. 198 -. 0216 -1.0 l

Figure 2.3: Navion Full Order Compensator. The unscaled matrices are in units
of the physical system.

Standard Deviations
Controls States

b, u w q 9 h
(,ieg) (deg/sec') (ft/sec) (ft/see) (degsec) (deg) (ft/see)

1 .153 .284 .5 2.25 .66 .47 1.32

Figure 2.4: Navion Full Order Compensator Performance. This statistical
performance is based on the noise characteristics described in Figure 2.1.
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- modes of a compensator can be eliminated. The M 2 term seems to be most useful

in the work here on flight vehicles. A mode can probably be eliminated with little

performance impact if its value of M 2/M2[.,,. is .1 or less. When this ratio is

greater than .1, that mode may still be neglectable but the decision must rest on

reduced order analysis results. In addition to eliminating modes, a compensator

can also be simplified by eliminating unimportant measurements. This is desir-

able since it would lower the cost of the control system. The scaled K,,, matrix

provides the data which are used to decide if a specific measurement is neces-

sary. If the magnitudes of the elements of a specific column of K, are smaller

than the other column elements, the measurement associated with that column

may be neglectable. Of course, the final decision must be based on the simplified

compensator analysis results.

( J

Applying these design guidelines to the Navion example, Figure 2.3, we note

the two real modes have an M 2 smaller than the single complex mode so we

eliminate these modes and the associated rows of K,n,, and columns of Cm.

Examining the values of scaled Km,,, we note the column associated with the 6

(pitch angle) measurement is smaller than the other so we try eliminating this

measurement. The importance of the scaling process is evident here since the 9

column elements in the unscaled K,,m matrix have large magnitudes due to the

radian units. Thus, without scaling, the 0 measurement would have seemed more

important than it was. The compensator is now second order, 2 input, and 2

output, a significant simplification from the fourth order, 3 input, and 2 output

full order compensator.

The next step is to analyze and reoptimize the reduced order compensator
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Simplified Compensator before Reoptimisation

[~] ~169 6.07] [11 [-278 -.08861 [u]

z14.69 -6.072 1.485 .873 1 [h] (2.17)

161[ = -. 197 8  -. 0 2 16  z2]

Simplified Compensator after Reoptimization

13[ ]9 -16.93] ± 1366 .2124 1

8,0 -.01 1 [zj. 324 jhj(.8
- .-13.14 -1.2281 [Z21

Full Order vs Reduced Order Performance

Standard Deviation

(deg) (degsee2) (ft/see) (ftsee) (deglsee) (deg) (ft/see)

Full Order .153 .284 .5 2.25 .66 .47 1.32
Reduced Order .2 .31 .57 2.39 .77 .58 1.23

Figure 2.5: Navion Reduced Order Compensator Design Results. The
reduced order compensator was unstable before the reoptimization. The performance is
based on the disturbance and noise properties of Figure 2.1

using the RSANDY computer program. The RSANDY program, described in Ap-

pendix K, is a modified version of a design and analysis code written by Ly.[8] The

program designs robust, low order compensators using a gradient search technique

based on a quadratic performance index. The results of using this code on the

Navion simplified compensator are shown in Figure 2.5.

The reduced order compensator resulted in an unstable closed loop system.

This points to the necessity of the reoptimization step after compensator sim-

plification. The utility of Ly's code is also evident here since it allows unstable

initial guesses when reoptimizing the compensator. Another important feature,
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not used in this example, is the capability of including several plant conditions in

the optimization to ensure compensator stability robustness to changes in plant

parameters. The selection of weighting matrices in the quadratic performance in-

dex, used by the RSANDY program, was based on "Bryson's Rule" as applied to

the scaling parameters. Briefly, "Bryson's Rule" suggests that the outputs and

controls be weighted by the inverse square of their scale factors. For this example,

the outputs were u(velocity) and h(climb rate), and the controls were 6,(elevator)

and 6$(throttle), with units of ft/sec, ft/sec, radians, and ft/seC2, respectively.

The scaled units were ft/sec, ft/sec, .01 radians, and ft/sec2 . The performance

index is then:

P.. fIt(yQY + uTRu)dt (2.19)

where:

u= [xl;
(2.20)

01 L 01 °12
R =[UO)2 flor(Iogoo 0]0 1-2 0 1

For more complicated problems, these weighting terms may need to be adjusted

to get the desired performance. The input file for RSANDY used to get the results

of Figure 2.5 is listed in Appendix K.

The results of Figure 2.5 show what might be expected. The simplified com-

pensator has slightly degraded performance in that both the aircraft motion and

control activity is slightly larger than the full order compensator. These statistical
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performance parameters are important since they indicate the disturbance rejec-

tion properties of the design but we recall the design objective was a velocity and

climb rate command system for the Navion. Since the designs thus far are only

regulators, we still need to d, sign the command capability for the controller.

2.5. Command Inputs

Generally, control systems are expected to do more than regulate the outputs

of a process to some nominal value. We need the ability to change the output

of the compensated system to any selected realizable value. To accomplish this

end, the desired outputs are used to determine actuator commands which are

the steady state controls for the desired outputs. Figure 2.6 shows this concept.

The maximum number of outputs which can be commanded is the same as the

number of independent controls in the system. This means that the feedforward

matrix is square. An additional constraint is that the desired outputs must be

physically realizable. For instance, velocity and position cannot be decoupled, i.e.

you cannot command a steady velocity while holding position. Appendix D derives

the algorithm which calculates this decoupling feedforward matrix for the case of

equal numbers of controls and desired outputs. This algorithm is implemented in

the SETPNT computer program described in Appendix L.

To complete the Navion autopilot design, we need to include the climb rate

and forward velocity command capabilities required by the specifications. For this 3

aircraft, these two outputs can be decoupled (controlled independently) with the

two controls, elevator and throttle. Using the SETPNT program with the Navion

data(shown in Appendix L), the feedforward matrix for the full order compensator
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PilotContrail K N Navion 'Y

Ur Compensator 1

Y-- Desired Output y["mrt~

Y-- Measurements vlit
Uc-- Command Contro '-hro t t el

Ur -- Regulator Control= hrvatiole

U coevatorl
-- Total Control=trottIej

K -- Control Sensitivities

N -- Feedforward Gains

Figure 2.6: Commanding a Desired Output. The K matrix is diagonal and based
on human factor considerations. The N matrix comes from an analysis of the system in
steady state; the derivation is described in Appendix D.
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is:
A r.002165 -. 001578 (2.21)

L .4505 .1398

For the reduced order controller, the result is:

N = [.002243 -. 0021241 (222)1-.5354 .2653

where:

6(radians) 1 = N rdeed(ft/eC)1 (2.23)
(ft/sec2 .hdevred(ft/sec)

One item to note herm is the fact that the feedforward matrices are dependent on

both the plant and the controller. The correctness of these decoupling feedforward

matrices becomes clear when the Navion designs are evaluated in simulation.

2.6. Simulation and Test

The final step of any design methodology is the demonstration of performance.

The first step in such a demonstration is the use of a simple linear simulation. Once

the design is validated in linear simulation, the simulation might be expanded to

model some of the important nonlinearities in the physical system. In this method-

ology, the RSANDY program, described in Appendix K, includes the option of

creating a linear simulation model. This model is then used by the SIMPLOT

program (described in Appendix M) to simulate the closed or open loop system

with or without the random disturbances. Using these RSANDY and SIMPLOT

programs the Navion full and reduced order compensators can be compared.

The results of step commands in velocity and climb rate are shown in the

following figures. Comparing Figures 2.7 and 2.8 we note the performance is
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unscaled model q and 9 appear much less noisy than the u and h measurements

indicating the possibility that u and h may not even be necessary. After scaling,

the spectral densities are closer in magnitude but 0 is still more accurate. With

the scaling accomplished, the methodology continued with the design of the full

order compensator using the ROPTSYS program.

3.4. LQG Design of the Full Order Compensator

The design of the full order compensator is straightforward since we have all

the data necessary to run the design program ROPTSYS. Since we have the system

scaled, the first choices for output and control weighting matrices in the regulator

design are identity matrices. With this selection, the compensator is calculated and

shown in Figure 3.6. Examining the closed loop roots (the estimator and regulator

roots) we note the very slow estimator pole at -.0088. The slow estimator pole

results from having a very accurate measurement of 0 (low noise spectral density)

but relatively noisy measurements of u and h. The fast filter roots estimate mostly

0 and q while the slow mode estimates mainly u. If we had introduced h and u

commands into the compensator(Equation 3.9), the slow estimator mode would

not have affected the response to commands, since the estimator would have been

"tracking" closely before the commands. For perfect tracking, the estimator modes

are not excited at all. This need to include the command in the compensator was

not recognized until later so the responses of Figure 3.7 show the poor performance

when commands are not properly fed forward to the compensator. Figure 3.8 shows

A
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State Equations

-. 0204 .0377 .0236 -. 3217 .0127 .0426 u 0 0 ".0205 -.037-
6 -. 0663 -. 551 .9902 -. 0186 .0467 -. 936| 0 0 .0665 .5512

0, 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 [ 6  4 1
-0 0 0 0 -40.0 0 6 40.0 0 0[6L 0 0 0 0 0 -40.0 6c. 0 40.0]

(3.6)

Measurements

"0 0 0 0.V
o 0~ 0 0 u 1'0 0 0 0 W 0 6'1 0 0 u,+ ve (3.7)

= -1 0 100.0 0 J + j + ] 0 0 W. VA
1 0 0 0 0 01. 00 0 0. V.

[24.6 
•

.323 0 0 0
0 8.1 x 10- 4  0 (3.8)R 0 0 16.0w 0 0 0 1.1

where:
u forward velocity, ft/sec

w vertical velocity, ft/sec

q pitch rate, .01 radians/sec
0 pitch angle, .01 radians

pitch control, .1 inches

collective lever, .1 inches

longitudinal gusts, ft/sec

W, vertical gusts, ft/sec

vq. vo, vh, vu measurement noise, .01 radians/see, .01 radians, ft/8ec, ft/sec

Q disturbance spectral density, [1]
R measurement noise spectral density(assumes standard devations shown in Fig-

ure 3.1 with 3 Hz bandwidth) The spectral densities come from the approxi-
mation S.D. ; 2a T . [9]

Figure 3.5: CH-47 Scaled Longitudinal Linear Model at 60 knots. Even
after scaling, the 0 measurement is much more accurate than the others.

, . . . . , , , :' "
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State Equations

ru --. 0204 .0377 2.36 -32.17 .127 .426~ ru, 0 0 -. 0205 -. 037
-. 0663 -. 551 99.02 -1.86 .467 -9.36 0 0 .0663 .5512

S--.0042 .0176 -1.602 0 .391 .153 + 0 0 6 .42 -1.76 w= 0 0-0.0 0 0 0 6. 0' 0 W6

1 10 0 0 0 -40.0 0i6.1 40.0 0 0 0
0sJ L 0 0 0 0 -40-0.1 .6CJ L 0 40.0. J 0o 3.(3.3)

Measurements

U 1 o 0 1 0 0 WOl ' Vq

= 0 0 i[ 0 0 + u + V (3.4)

24.6 0 ]Q = 0 9.981

3.23 x 10- 5 0 0 0 (3.5)

0 8.1 x 10-8 0 (
.;R = 0 0 16.0 0

0 0 0 1.1.

where:

u forward velocity, ft/sec

w vertical velocity, ft/eec

q pitch rate. radians/sec

0 pitch angle, radians

t;e pitch control, inches

collective lever, inches

uw longitudinal gusts, ft/eec

ww vertical gusts, ft/sec

vq, v9. vh, v,, measurement noise, radians/eec, radians, ft/sec, ft/sec

Q disturbance spectral density, [1]

R measurement noise spectral density(assumes standard devations shown in Fig-
ure 3.1 with 3 Hz bandwidth) The spectral densities come from the approxi-
mation S.D. P 2a2 Te. [9)

Figure 3.4: CH-47 Longitudinal Linear Model at 60 knots. The highly

accurate 0 measurement comes from the inertial navigation system(INS), the pitch rate

from a body mounted rate gyro, the velocity from the pitot-static system, and the climb

rate from an instantaneous vertical speed indicator (IVSI).

I: m m a f' mm " ,' m m m' - " - " ' ' a- - '. ,m - i' , M ' m ' " -" : - - - - - . . . . . . . .
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other consideration in the development of a linear model for this design is the need

to avoid "nuisance disengages" of the experimental control system in the CH-47.

These automatic disengages are a safety feature of the modified control system

which cause the experimental control system to be tripped off when the control

rates exceed a known rate. The approach used to eliminate the possibly of these

problems was to include simple first order actuator models:

60 = -40 uu,.i + 40 udteired (3.2)

By weighting i!.,,tuo in the performance index, the control rates should not get

large, hence eliminating the nuisance disengages.' Before starting the control

design, the linear model was scaled to help in compensator order reduction.

3.3. Model Scaling

The selection of units for the CH-47 at a 60 knot flight condition is dependent

on our understanding of the aircraft dynamics. In this case, 1 ft/sec of velocity

or climb rate is about as important to the pilot as .01 radian of pitch angle or

.01 radian/sec of pitch rate. Similarly, the pilot would feel comfortable using .1

inch of either control to command the I ft/sec of velocity. Another way of looking

at this scaling is to note that a .01 radian pitch angle would result in a 1 ft/sec

climb rate at the nominal airspeed of 60 knots(; 100ft/sec). Figures 3.4 and 3.5

show the linear model at 60 knots both before and after scaling the system into

the units above.

The usefulness of the scaling step is again evident if we look at the measure-

ment noise spectral density matrix for the scaled and unscaled models. In the
'Flight test later confirmed that the experimental system seldom had these type disengages.
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U, ye

yd tcie Oupt

Y. Ata -P-3(~Sto Measurements)

ue -- Commend Control
U- Integral Control
Ur- Regulator Control

-Total Control

Figure 3.3: Controller Structure for The Longitudinal Cruise Autopilot.
Flexibility comes from making the controls, outputs, and measurements vectors rather
than scalars.
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The form of the controller to be used for the design depends on its function.

For this design, the controller must give the pilot a command capability. From

Section 2.4, we recall that the command capability comes from the feedforward

matrix which decouples the desired outputs. Appendix D shows that this matrix

results from inverting the steady-state dynamic system. In flight, this matrix would

exactly decouple the two desired outputs only if the helicopter were actually linear

and had the same parameters as the model. Of course, this can never happen for

several reasons:

" The helicopter dynamics are not linear.

" The helicopter has dynamics whirh were not modeled.

" The atmosphere is never "standard".

* The helicopter burns off fuel during flight, changing its inertia properties.

" The sensors have biases and scale factor errors.

The list could go on but it is clear we need to correct for differences between the

model and the actual aircraft. One obvious solution is to use integral-error control.

Figure 3.3 shows a form of the controller which includes this capability.

An interesting difference between this type of controller and more conventional

flight control systems is the presence of off-diagonal terms in the integral-error P

feedback. Normally, the integral feedback is from desired output to the primary

actuator for that output. For instance, a classically designed integral controller

would use integral of velocity error for pitch control and integral of h error for

collective. These off diagonal gains would be difficult to find using classical tech-

niques since four transfer functions would be used to calculate the four integral

gains. Finding these gains is straightforward using the RSANDY program. An-

| " i " m 'm - -. J, " " ." ." . . . .. .
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E 4i(f t/sec) 1 U
tb(ft/sec) = F W+ G [65(inches of longitudinal stick)1

4(radians/sec) ] L 6,(inches of collective lever) Jd(radians) J 0 i o 1i
y,,,(measurements) 10 0=0-1.0 0 100.0 q

U . 1 0 0 0 .

Figure 3.2: CH-47 Longitudinal Model. This is a conventional longitudinal model
found in most textbooks. The climb rate measurement is based on the approximation,
h -W + Unomina[O.

the need for a fairly rigid control structure. This was necessary since the controller

was to be programmed in fixed point assembly language on the aircraft's Sperry

1819A flight control computer. Since major controller structural changes would be

d~fficult and time consuming, the baseline controller had to have a broad control

structure which would allow design flexibility to come from changes in the com-

pensator order or in the matrices themselves. With these goals and constraints in

mind, the application of the methodology began.

3.2. Linear Models and Basic Control Structure

The models used for these designs come from Reference 11. This reference gives

the aerodynamic coefficients at several different flight conditions and a general form

of the "F and "G" matrices based on these coefficients, the inertia properties of

the aircraft, and the nominal airspeed. Appendix G shows this general form as

well as the resulting linear models used for this research. Figure 3.2 shows the

parameters of the longitudinal model.
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J

Measurement Units Approx. Noise Approx. Correlation Spectral Density
Standard Deviation Time in Seconds S.D. s 2 (2Te

Overt eal gyro degrees .1 .053 1.061 x 10- 3
Ivertica gyro degrees .1 .053 1.061 x 10- 3

lkdireetional gyro degrees 1.0 .053 .1061
6I.S degrees .05 .053 2.653 x 10- 4

ktS degrees 05 .053 2.653 x 10- 4

'PtNS degrees .1 .053 1.061 x 10- 3

p degrees/ee 2.0 .053 .424
q degrees/see 1.0 .053 .106
r degrees/see .5 .053 2.653 x 10- 2

a. ft/sec2  3.22 .053 1.1
ay ft/secz  3.22 .053 1.1
a. ft/sec2  3.22 .053 1.1

hbarometrie ft 2.0 .318 2.546
hradar ft .5 .053 2.653 x 10- 2

velpio, statie ft/eec 3.0 .318 5.73
Noor vane degrees 2.0 .053 .424

/3boom vane degrees 2.0 .053 .424

Figure 3.1: Sensors Available on the NASA CH-47. The standard deviations
are estimates based on flight test data from the CH-47 instrumentation system. The .053
second correlation times corresponds to a 3 hz bandwidth.

-' " :. . '. _ , , . . ii . . . : . . . . .. . .. . . . , .. . . . . .. . : .
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Similarly, to establish a constant speed climb, the pilot must add collective thrust

to begin climbing but simultaneously adjust pitch attitude to hold airspeed. In a

sense, the pilot (through his extensive training) becomes an inner-loop decoupling

controller, needed to give good speed and climb rate performance, the ultimate

goal in cruising flight. The design goal, in terms of human factors, can be restated

as reducing the pilot's workload in cruise flight by taking him out of the aircraft

inner loops and giving him a direct velocity command system.

With the design goal stated, the physical hardware and flight software con-

straints must also be considered. Appendix F briefly describes the n'ghly modi-

fied CH-47B flight research helicopter flown and maintained at the NASA Ames

Research Center. The Langley Report gives a more detailed description of this

4 Li particular helicopter, which has been modified to include a full authority fly-by-

wire flight control system and extensive instrumentation.[10] Figure 3.1 shows the

list of sensors available on the aircraft. Unfortunately, many of these sensors were

quite noisy in the sense that they contained frequencies associated with the rotor

motion. Rather than attempt to use the noisy measurements directly in the digital

compensator, the TR-48 analog computer on the aircraft was programmed to filter

several of the important aircraft motion sensor outputs. Specifically, fourth order

Bessel filters were used on the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical accelerometers; a

third order Bessel filter was used on the roll rate gyro; and second order Bessel

filters on pitch rate, yaw rate, altitude, and pitot-static airspeed measurements.

The filters were designed with 5 Hertz breakpoints to eliminate the "3 per rev"

and "6 per rev" main rotor harmonics at 11 and 22 Hz. A brief description of these

filters is included in Appendix H. A further constraint on the design process was
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Chapter 3.

Longtidinal CAS for the CH-47

3.1. Design Goals and Constraints

The first example of an application of the methodology in Chapter 2 is the

design of a longitudinal cruise autopilot for the CH-47. The goal was to synthesize

a controller which gave the pilot independent control of airspeed and climb rate

using separate pilot controls. For this design, the pilot longitudinal stick was used

for the airspeed control and his collective lever was used for climb rate control.

This implementation is unconventional since most helicopter control systems, even

the highly augmented ones, give the pilot either pitch rate or pitch angle command

from longitudinal stick and direct collective thrust command from the collective

lever. Some of the more modern helicopters (CH-47D, HH60, CH-53) do close

outer loops such as altitude or speed-hold around the collective thrust and pitch

rate inner loops, but these are usually implemented as additional pilot-selectable

autopilot modes. One trouble with pitch-angle, collective-thrust controllers is the

coupling between the two. To increase speed in level flight, the pilot must pitch

down, add collective thrust to maintain altitude and accelerate, then pitch up

and reduce to a thrust slightly higher than the original to hold the new airspeed.

31
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-T the compensator and then further simplifies the discrete compensator by putting

it back into block minimal form. The SETPNT program uses an algorithm which

finds the exact digital representation of a 2 x 2 compensator subsystem. One

advantage of having the digital compensator in block minimal form is the reduction

of arithmetic operations required by the computer. Specifically, the minimal form

reduces the number of multiplies and adds, required by the compensator, by r(r- 1)

where r is the order of the compensator. For large order compensators, such as

required by systems controlling structural modes, the reduction can be important.

The SETPNT program calculates this digital compensator in a form immediately

usable in a floating point digital controller.

2.7. Summary

This chapter has shown an approach to designing control systems based on

"modern control" methodologies. The approach is especially useful for MIMO sys-

tems of large order where compensator order reduction is essential. The Navion

autopilot design was a simple example chosen to illustrate the design methodol-

ogy. In applying this methodology to real control systems, problems will surface

requiring the designer to modify and iterate the design to achieve the desired per-

formance specifications. The next two chapters show this methodology applied to

a real design problem. They illustrate the usefulness of the approach applied to a

fairly complicated design task. They also show the type of problems which surface

in real design applications.
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TII
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Figure 2.12: Navion Reduced Order Compensator Performance in Tur-
bulence. The performance is nearly identical to the full order compensator (Figure 2.11)
and is shown numerically in Figure 2.5

could be "tuned" by changing the weighting matrices and disturbance properties

in the RSANDY program.

Eventually, the control system may be put into the physical system and tested.

Since these compensator designs can be computationally intensive, it is unlikely to

see any analog or continuous implementations for anything other than the simplest

designs. Since the entire design process has been in the continuous domain, the

final compensator must therefore be discretized to be useful in a digital computer

based control system. The process of discretization is simple since the compensator

is in a block minimal form. If the control is assumed to be a zero order hold

(ZOH), i.e. step commands over the cycle time, then the discrete form can be

solved exactly for the 2 x 2 and 1 x 1 blocks which make up the compensator

dynamic system. The SETPNT program does this exact ZOH discretization for

"-I .. = .. -. , m, ,.. , , , .,.,,., • '- _ "" "" '
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Figure 2.10: Climb Rate Response for Reduced Order Compensator. As
with the velocity responses of Figures 2.7 and 2.8, the reduced order compensator has

slightly reduced stability with a damping of about .6.
A)

.+7.

117 .0. 1.0

I
dC - .0 1J .0 'I 0 0

_j

Figure 2.11: Navion Full Order Compensator Performance in Turbulence.
The primary difference between the full order performance and reduced order performance
(this figure and Figure 2.12) is in the control response which is smoother here.
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Figure 2.9: Climb Rate Response for Fall Order Compensator. The rise
time is 2 seconds with critical damping.

as we might expect. The velocity is better damped and faster using the full

order compensator. Also, with the elimination of the 0 measurement, we note the

reduced order compensator has greater pitch angle excursions due to the velocity

command. Comparing the climb rate responses of Figures 2.9 and 2.10, we note

similar performance between the full and reduced order compensators. To compare

the disturbance rejection characteristics of the two designs, we use the SIMPLOT

program with plant disturbances and measurement noise. Figures 2.11 and 2.12

show the system performance in response to an initial pitch rate of 5 degrees in

the presence of identical disturbances. As expected the full order compensator

does a better job, as seen earlier in Figure 2.5. At this point, the design could

be iterated by eliminating more modes or measurements, or by adding modes

or measurements to improve performance. Alternately, the reduced order design

IU

Ii

I..," 10 '*00 ". .,0 "
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I( the responses when the commands are correctly accounted for in the compensator.

z=Az+ B i 7y + T; CT, o G ommnd

(3.9)
Uregulator = C Z

where:

A: the block minimal form of the compensator dynamics matrix(F - GC - KH) which
already includes the regulator control effects (the GC term)

B: The minimal form of the Kalman gain matrix from ROPTSYS

C: The minimal form of the optimal regulator gain matrix from ROPTSYS
G: the control distribution matrix for the physical system

Ttn the similarity transformation from the modal form to the block minimal form
described in Appendix C

T -7O•d: the similarity transformation from the nominal form to the modal form, composed
S="of the eigenvectors of F - GC - KH

At this point in the process, alternative approaches to the design were used.(Still

before we realized how to implement Equation 3.9 above.) Two such alternatives

are shown below:

* Pick noise spectral density matrices independent of the actual noise but

which give good time responses.

* Use an inverse optimal solution as described by Bernard to establish the

performance index weighting matrices and noise spectral density matrices.[7]

0• 3.4.1. Redesign Using Arbitrary Measurement Spectral Den-

sities

The first intermediate approach to improving the poor time response in the

velocity channel required selecting noise spectral densities which give an adequate

time response. This approach violates the assumptions of the LQG estimator

design procedure where the Kalman filter gains are calculated to minimize the

estimate errors in the presence of the given noise. However, the noise properties are
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01 0 0 0 0
-260.43 -20.31 0 0 0 0

IN 0 0 -14.5 0 0 0
min 0 0 0 0 1 0 (3.10)

0 0 0 -27.3 -6.8 0
0 0 0 0 0 -4.86,

-.58 -12.1 -.011 .0078
6.98 226.5 .0411 .058

Kmi,,(8caled) -. 72 -100.7 -. 154 .233
1.99 -8.5 .355 -. 75 (3.11)

9.12 -3.78 -2.36 4.35
-11.34 -49.3 2.44 -444.

-58 -121 -. 011 .0078
69.8 22649 .0411 .058

K,..in(unocaled) = -72 -10070 -. 154 .233
-199 -850 .355 -. 75 (3.12)
912 -378 -2.36 4.35

-1134 -4930 2.44 -4.44,

Cmin(scaled) [4.05 .74 .75 -. 506 -. 46 -. 253
0U 1 1 0 1 1 (313

Cmi,(uncaled) =[.405 .074 .075 -. 0506 -. 046 -. 0251 (3.14)

System Eigenvalues Damping

Open Loop(F) -40.0, -40.0, -2.54, .503, -. 105 ± j.276 1, 1, 1, unstable, .35
Regulator(F-GC) -4.64 ± 5.82, -5.04 5 1.2, -2.94 ± 4.01 .62, .98, .59
Estimator(F-KH) -40.0, -40.0, -11.55 ± 8.69, -3.74, -. 0088 1,1, .79,1, 1

LCompensator(F-GC-KH) -10.15 ± 12.54, -14.5, -3.39 ± 3.97, -4.86 .63,1, .65,1

Mode Real Imag M, M2

1 -10.15 12.54 277.9 27.4
2 -10.15 -12.54 - -
3 -14.54 0 126 8.66
4 -3.4 3.97 68 20
5 -3.4 -3.97 - -

6 -4.87 0 52 10.8

Figure 3.6: CH-47 Longitudinal Pull Order Compensator. Notice the highly
unstable open loop mode at 8 = .503. According to the test pilots, the 60 knot flight
condition is the most unstable in the envelope.
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Velocity Step Climb Rate Step

--- 0. '10 a. Mo.,- U.

Figure 3.8: Longitudinal CAS Time Responses with Commands to the

Compensator. With the command correctly fed to the compensator, the response is
identical to a full-state feedback controller. The climb rate response is unchanged from
Figure 3.7..! ,
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0 1 0 0 0 0
-14.715 -7.43 0 0 0 0

Fmin 0 0 0 1 0 00 0 -4.27 -1.61 0 0 (3.15)
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 -2.7 -3.16.

.00014 .00048 -. 009 - 1.12'
C -. 001 -. 0018 -2.40 3.99

-.0076 -.00093 -.18 .99
,,,(8Cad = .0012 .0018 3.11 -3.66 (3.16)

-. 000093 1.1 x 10- 4  -. 15 -. 24
.00015 .0018 -. 026 -. 20

.014 .048 -.009 -1.12

-.10 -.18 -2.40 3.99
K,,,(unscaled) = -. 076 -. 093 -. 18 .99

.12 .18 3.11 -3.66 (3.17)

-. 0093 .00011 -. 15 -. 24
.015 .018 -. 026 -. 20

fji - Cr.iscl d 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.65 1.171 (318)
Cmi"(caed)=O-O1.26 .40 .23 .38 0.0 1.0]

Cni,, ~ (usaod .0 -. 1 0.0 -1 -. 165 -. 117 (.9
-. 026 -. 040 -. 023 -. 038 0.0 -. 1-

System Eigenvalues Damping
Open Loop(F) -40.0, -40.0, -2.54, .503, -. 105 ± j.276 1, 1, 1, unstable, .35

Regulator(F-GC) -2.62, -. 866 ± j. 9 13 , -1.035 ± .384, -. 281 1, .69, .94, 1
Estimator(F-KH) -40.0, -40.0, -4.45, -1.0 ± j.721, -1.31 1, 1,1, .81,1

Compensator(F.GC-KH) -3.72 ± j.947, -. 803 ± '1.90, -1.58 j j.445 .97, .39, .96

Mode Real Imag M, M 2
1 -3.72 .947 11.33 3.05
2 -3.72 -.947 - -

3 -.803 1.90 5.24 6.53
4 -.803 -1.90 - -

5 -1.58 .45 .254 1.61
6 -1.58 -.45 - -

Figure 3.9: Longitudinal CAS using Arbitrary Measurement Spectral
Density. The slow estimator mode of Figure 3.6 is eliminated.
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Velocity Step Climb Rate Step
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Figure 3.10: Longitudinal CAS Time Responses using Arbitrary Noise.

C The poor velocity response of Figure 3.7 is eliminated.

responses of Figure 3.12 confirm the improved performance.

Figure 3.13 shows the statistical performance of the original design and the

0 two alternate designs. As expected, the nominal design has the lowest errors. The

inverse optimal controller is nearly as good but the other is clearly the worst.

Based on the combination of statistical performance and the time responses, the

II II

inverse optimal design was the best of the full order compensators. With the full

order compensator in hand, the process of order reduction began.

4 3.5. Compensator Order Reduction

Using the M2 criterion of section 2.3, both the nominal and the inverse optimal

compensators indicate reduction to third order is feasible. From a more practical

I .. ~
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- 0 1 0 0 0 0
-205.73 -22.68 0 0 0 0

Fmin 0 0 -3.73 0 0 0 (3.20)F0l 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 -1.55 -2.33 00 0 0 0 0 -. 68-

-. 013 -. 87 -. 34 -. 0015
-. 17 4.95 .17 -1.03

Kmin(scaled) .37 -. 84 .01 1.84 (3.21)-. 011 -. 43 -. 12 .88
.022 .34 .069 -. 57
.014 .63 .16 -1.40 j

-1.29 -86.68 -. 033 -. 0015
-16,62 494.75 .17 -1.03 ||

K'l ' = 37.28 -84.30 .01 1.84 (.2
Kmn(un8caled) -1.132 -42.52 -. 12 .88 (3.22)

2.16 33.85 .069 -. 57
1.44 63.12 .16 -1.40

C,,,,,( aled)=ro.0 1.0 1.0 1.61 .33 1.0(Cnirscale) -- (3.23)
1.10 .25 .21 0.0 1.0 -. 42J

Cmsn(unsealed) - [0.0 -01 -. 1 -. 16 -. 033 -.1 (3.24)
-. 01 -. 025 -. 021 0.0 -. 1 .0421

System Eigenvalues Damping
Open Loop(F) -40.0, -40.0, -2.54, .503, -. 105 ± j.276 1, 1, 1, unstable, .35

Regulator(F-GC) -2.13 ± j.78, -. 56 - j.23, -. 82 ± j.33 .94, .93, .93
Estimator(F-KH) -40.0, -40.0, -11.54 - j8.70, -1.01, -. 52 1,1, ..80, 1, 1

Compensator(F-GC-KH) -11.34 ± j8.78, -3.73, -1.17 ± j.44, -. 68 .79, 1, .94.1

Mode Real Imag M, M2

1 -11.34 8.78 15.33 1.35
2 -11.34 -8.78 - -
3 -3.73 0.0 2.11 .56
4 -1.17 .44 2.59 2.22
5 -1.17 -.44 - -
6 -.68 0.0 1.67 2.46

Figure 3.11: Longitudinal Compensator based on Inverse Optimal Solu-
tion. The slow estimator mode of the nominal design, Figure 3.6, is gone.

. . . - .. . .o
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Velocity Step Climb Rate Step
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Figure 3.12: Longitudinal CAS Time Responses using Inverse Optimal

Controller. The velocity reponse is much improved from Figure 3.7.

Standard Deviation
System 6. U uw q0

inhs) (inches) (ft/sec) (ft/sec) (deg/sec) (deg) (ft/sec)
Nominal .12 .06 1.01 1.51 0.84 0.78 1.49

Arbitrary Noise .39 .21 4.24 3.96 3.46 3.34 2.65Inverse Optimal .16 .07 1.43 2.90 1.24 1.29 1.72

'C'a

Figure 3.13: Performance Comparison of Pull Order Compensators. These
data are based on the measurement noise shown in Figure 3.1 and disturbance noise of
Figure 3.4.
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standpoint, using output feedback of the measurements is also a possibility. This

is appropriate if we recall from section 3.1 that all the measurements were being

analog filtered before entering the flight control computer. The next two sections

show these two designs.

3.5.1. Robust Longitudinal Third Order Compensator

Using the nominal compensator reduced to third order as a starting guess, the

RSANDY program was used to optimize the low order compensator using its ro-

bust design feature. The following flight conditions were used with the weightings

shown.

Condition Airspeed(knots) Climb Rate(ft/min) Weighting
Nominal 60 0 .8

Off Nominal 1 60 500 .05
Off Nominal 2 60 -500 .05
Off Nominal 3 40 0 .05
Off Nominal 4 80 0 .05

Stability is ensured by the RSANDY program for each of these flight condi-

tions. Figure 3.14 shows the results including the closed loop roots at the nominal

flight condition. There is still a slow mode (s = -. 059) which is shown in the time

responses of Figure 3.15 indicating the need for integral control.

When the integral control loop is added to the third order controller, the

RSANDY program was again used to set the four gains in the Kr matrix of Figure

3.3. The program did not converge with only the four gains of K, allowed to

vary in the optimization. By releasing both the Kr and the compensator gains,

the compensator of Figure 3.16 emerged. Figure 3.17 shows the associated time

responses. The same approach was used to set the integral gains for the full-order

compensator when the integral control loop was added. Figures 3.18 and 3.19
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0O.0 1.0 0.0]
Fm,0 = -226.3 -78.49 0.0 (3.25)

10.0 0.0 -1.397

-22.17 -121.7 -. 35 -. 111
-31.38 -84.46 -. 90 -. 38

Cmn=[0.0 -. 10 -.101 (3.27)
-. 11 -. 056 .0121

Real Part Imag Part Damping Freq(rad/sec) Freq(Hz)
-75.45 0.0 1.0 75.45 12.01
-40.00 0.0 1.0 40.00 6.37
-40.18 0.0 1.0 40.18 6.40
-3.12 0.0 1.0 3.12 .50
-.96 1.36 .58 1.67 .27
-.96 -1.36 .58 1.67 .27
-.059 0.0 1.0 .059 .0094
-.42 0.0 1.0 .42 .068
-.96 0.0 1 1.0 .96 .15

Figure 3.14: Longitudinal Reduced Order Compensator. Reducing from 0a
to 3 rd order decreases the number of independent gains in the compensator from 36 to 18.
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Velocity Step Climb Rate Step
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3.5.2. Longitudinal Output Feedback Controller

Since the measurements available (qguh) are nearly the same 2 as the states of

a fourth order model, the gains of a regulator design are a good starting point in

using RSANDY to compute output feedback gains. In fact, using these gains with

no further optimization gave quite impressive performance as shown in Figures

3.20 and 3.21.

As with the reduced order compensator, an integral control loop is necessary

to ensure that the actual commands are achieved in flight. Using the K, gains

from the reduced order design(Figure 3.16) and the output feedback controller of
2 The fourth order model has states (uuqO) and 13 ?Jto,naiG - U'.
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0.0 1.0 0.0 1
An .. -229.5 -16.82 0.0 (3.28)

0.0 0.0 -2.48]

-22.83 -190.9 -. 07 .0591K,, = 57.00 3528. .044 -.3 (3.29)

-18.57 -59.93 -1.37 -. 67

Cmsin 0.0 7c~ -1 (3.30)1.45 -. 071 .041

I= [ _0054 .0098] (3.31)
-. 0823 .047

Closed Loop Eigenvahues
Real Part Imag Part Damping Freq(rad/sec) Freq(Hz)

-39.75 0.0 1.0 39.75 6.32
-40.03 0.0 1.0 40.03 6.37
-7.61 11.46 .55 13.75 2.19
-7.61 -11.46 .55 13.75 2.19

-1.81 2.17 .64 2.83 .45
-1.81 -2.17 .64 2.83 .45
-1.77 0.0 1.0 1.77 .28
-.044 .092 .44 .10 .016
-.044 -.092 .44 .10 .016
-.53 .37 .82 .65 .10 5
-.53 -.37 .82 .65 .10

Figure 3.16: Longitudinal Reduced Order Compensator with Integral
Control. The A.,n., Km,,i, and C,,,,, matrices are not the same as in Figure 3.14.
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Velocity Step Climb Rate Step
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Figure 3.17: Longitudinal Reduced Order Integral Controller Time Re-
sponses. Although the velocity response is still fairly slow, this design was selected for
evaluation in flight.
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-0 1 0 0 0 0
-205.7 -22.67 0 0 0 0

[0 0 0 1 0 0o o. (3.32)
0 0 -1.781 -2.661 0 0
0 0 0 0 -4.279 0
0 0 0 0 0 -. 263,

-1.96 -86.7 -. 148 -. 0213
-16.62 494.8 .166 -. 81
-1.11 -42.6 -. 437 .475

K = 2.171 33.8 .727 -. 174 (333)
37.3 -84.3 .148 1.09
1.33 63.1 .0823 -. 395

C 4.932 .122 .477 1.01 -. 068 -. 44] (3.34)-0105 -.025 0 -. 1 -. 021 .042

I [-.00003 -. 01] (3.35)I .000157 .053

Closed Loop Eigenvalues
Real Part Imag Part Damping Freg(rad/sec) Freq(Hz)

-40.01 .0022 1.0 40.01 6.37
-40.01 -. 0022 1.0 40.01 6.37
-11.43 8.21 .81 14.07 2.239
-11.43 -8.21 .81 14.07 2.239
-. 543 2.87 .185 2.93 .466
-. 543 -2.87 .185 2.93 .466
-3.38 0.0 1.0 3.38 .537
-2.86 0.0 1.0 2.86 .455
-. 299 .90 .315 .947 .151
-. 299 -. 90 .315 .947 .151
-. 561 .334 .86 .65 .104
-. 561 -. 334 .86 .65 .104
-. 206 0.0 1.0 .206 .0329

-4.24 x10- 5  0.0 1.0 4.24 x10 - 5 6.75 x10 - 6

Figure 3.18: Longitudinal Pull Order Compensator with Integral Control.
As with the third order design, the A, K, and C matrices are different from the full order
design without integral control (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.31: Third Order Compensator Flight Response to Climb Rate
Command. Atmospheric turbulence masked the transient portion of the response but
steady state was achieved in about 10 seconds, similar to the simulation of Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.30: Full Order Compensator Flight Response to Climb Rate S

Command. As in the velocity response of Figure 3.27, the h command response was
well predicted by the simulation results of Figure 3.19. This response also shows the
decoupling between relocity and climb rate.
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Figure 3.29: Output Feedback Compensator Flight Response to Velocity

Command. As in the responses of Figures 3.27 and 3.28, this flight response agrees

with the simulation predictions. In this case, however, the overall loop gain (final gain to

the actuator) was reduced by half.
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Figure 3.28: Third Order Flight Response to Velocity Command. This

reponse to a command of approximately 10 ft/ec follows closely the simulation results

of Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.27:1Pul1 Order Compensator Flight Response to Velocity Com-
mand. The rapid velocity response and poorly damped pitch angle were also evident in
the simulation response of Figure 3.19.
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in a realistic task such as flying a precision approach.

3.8. Summary of Results for the Longitudinal CAS
Design

The results of this section can be separated into two categories:

" the design task

" the flight test results

The design task was important because it established an experience base for use

of the design methodology. This task showed that use of integral-error feedback

in a state variable based controller eliminates the effects of an inaccurate plant

model in achieving commanded outputs. It also showed the difficulty encountered

when using LQG design techniques with specified time domain properties. In

this example, three methods of setting weighting matrices and spectral density

matrices were compared. From a practical standpoint, this first design task was

very important since an accurate way of scaling the analytical design for use in

the fixed point flight computer was developed. An equally important result of this

task was the coding and testing of a general form of a modern controller for the

Sperry 1819 flight computer.

The flight test results showed the technical feasibility of decoupled control

using a "modern" controller. The test system had adequate handling qualities

but, due to time constraints, no attempt was made to iterate the designs for

"good" handling qualities. Also, the disturbance rejection capabilities were not

thoroughly investigated.

, ". - - '" " .". ' • .- -. "- . : . .. .. .; ... .. ..... . .
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took place at the Crows Landing test facility(in the San Joaquin valley) to avoid the

heavy traffic of the South San Francisco Bay Area near Ames Research Center. The

purpose of the flight test was to validate the performance of the different controllers

rather than "tune" the system for maximum pilot acceptance. Step commands

from the computer or the pilot were used to evaluate the different systems. The

nominal airspeed was 60 knots but stability and performance were checked from

40 to 80 knots. Figures 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29 show the responses of the full-order,

third-order, and direct feedback compensators to velocity step commands of about

10 ft/sec. All three of these systems show good decoupling between velocity and

climb rate. Their velocity responses are similar to the simulation results of figures

3.12, 3.17, and 3.23 but the pitch angle behavior is less damped than the simulation

results. Chen has shown that unmodeled dynamics, especially rotor dynamics, are
P
a )' the probable cause for the lower achievable control bandwidth in flight.f12) In fact,

the output feedback flight implementation had the overall pitch and collective loop

gains reduced by half to achieve an acceptable response. Figures 3.30, 3.31 and

3.32 show similar results for climb rate commands. The importance of integral

control is demonstrated in figure 3.33 which shows the response to a climb rate

command for the third order controller without integral control. Although a steady

climb rate is achieved, an unwanted velocity change of similar magnitude is also

present.

Pilot opinion was mixed concerning the system. They were impressed at how

well it held airspeed and climb rate but the transient behavior was not totally

acceptable and the system was "sloppy" in response to gusts. This is valid criticism

based on the pitch angle responses. Unfortunately the system was not evaluated
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of Analytical Design and Flight Test Implemen-
tation of the Controller. This figure confirms the correctness of the steps needed to

3 VJ go from the analytical design to flight. These responses are for the 31d order compensator
V" with integral control.

tinuous designs were digitized and scaled correctly. The OBS was also useful in

preliminary pilot evaluation of the control laws and in initial setting of the stick

sensitivities and other pilot-related items. Figure 3.26 shows a comparison of the

time responses for a climb rate command for the third order system. This con-

firmed the accurate digitization and scaling of the analytical design. All flight

controllers were similarly checked prior to each flight.

3.7. Flight Test Results

Once the designs had been implemented and checked out in the flight hardware,

the flight testing began. Since the controller was designed for cruise, the testing

-. . ... .
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Controls cutr CH-47

Trln Controls--! )-,Trim States

Figure 3.25: Flight Test Implementation. Sensor outputs and actuator commands
~were filtered in the analog computer while the control laws were executed in the digitial
. computer.

pose matrix multiply routine was programmed to take advantage of the

) minimal form of the compensator dynamics matrix.

" The existing instrumentation output subroutines were modified to send

internal compensator data to the ground support station.

" Since the Sperry 1819A flight computer is an 18 bit fixed point machine, the

matrices from the previous section were scaled to avoid numerical overflow

during program execution. Appendix E describes this "fixed point scaling"

technique and lists the SCALEM computer programs which accomplish

this.

The actual assembly code implementing the controller is shown in Appendix 1.

One important capability of the research system was onboard simulation(OBS).

The OBS allowed the real-time flight software to be checked in the closed-loop

system prior to actual flight. It was especially useful in confirming that the con- ;

-d
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could work without integral assistance. This would determine how well the design

models compared with the real aircraft. Using the SETPNT program, the digi-

tal block minimal forms of each of these compensators were computed for flight

implementation.

3.6. Flight Test Implementation

Once the analytical designs were complete, the tedious task of actual flight

implementation began. Figure 3.25 shows a block diagram of the control structure

on the research vehicle. The TR-48 analog computer was used to filter the sensor

outputs and the digital actuator commands from the Sperry computer. The digital

commands from the computer were filtered to avoid possible actuator wear caused

by the 20 Hz chatter. The control laws were implemented in the Sperry 1819A

digital flight control computer. Before the designs of the previous sections could

be tested, the flight control computer software had to be modified to use them.

In order to implement design changes more quickly, the flight software was set up

to use the compensator matrices directly. Some of the considerations involved in

programming the general form of the compensator in assembly language (shown

in Figure 3.3) are listed below:

* Since the design was based on a linear perturbation model, the measure-

ment and control trim values were approximated as the values at engage

time; these were subtracted from their sensed values for use by the con-

troller. This had the added advantage of eliminating engage transients.

" The compensator states were initialized to zero before system engage.

" To minimize time required for the compensator calculations, a special pur- P
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~Figure 3.23: Longitudinal Output and Integral lFeedback Controller Time
Responses. This design was selected for flight evalualtion.

Standard Deviation
System W, 6 u t q $ J

(inches) (inches) (f/see) (ft/sec) (dex /gec) (deg) (ft/sec)
Nominal . 12 .06 1.1 1.51 0.84 0.T8 1.49

Arbitrar Noise .39 .21 4.24 3.94 3.46 3.34 2.65

Inverse Optimal .1e .07 1.43 2.90 1.24 1.29 IM

I lnv Opt w/lnt Cntri .34 .16 .82 1.53 2.0 11 te
3r

d Order .08 .08 2.83 0.83 0.67 0.78 1.39
31

d Order w/ [nt Cntrl .10 14 0.72 ,0.53 10.55 0.39 0.$6

Output Feedback .32 .19 .8i 1.58 1 1.29 0.80 0.80
iOutru3 Feedback w/nt C trt .32 .21 .93 1.54 1 Fe .b 0 Con T

Figure 3.24: Performance Compar'ison of All Compensators. The boldbaced
systems were selected for flight evaluation.
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D 5.7 -12.51 .041 .103] (3.37)
1.3-10.44 -. 057 .1

* -017 .0541 3.8
= .013 .084 (.8

Closed Loop Eigenvalue. ___

-Real Part Imag Part Damping Freg(rad/sec) F'req(Hz)
-37.52 0.0 1.0 37.52 5.97
-39.42 0.0 1.0 39.42 6.27
-2.39 0.0 1.0 2.39 .38
-1.17 .58 .89 1.30 .21
-1.17 -.58 .89 1.30 .21
-.13 0.0 1.0 .13 .021
-.23 .36 .54 .43 .068
-.23 -.36 .54 42.068

Figure 3.22: Longitudinal Output and Integral Feedback Controller. As
* with the full order and Yrd order designs, the use of integral control reduces damping

slightly.
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Figure 3.21: Longitudinal Output Feedback Controller Time Responses.
These responses are critically damped and typical of full-state feedback designs.

Figure 3.20, good results were achieved with no further optimization. Figures 3.22

and 3.23 show these results.

3.5.3. Summary of Design Results

A number of controllers have been presented to show the iterative nature of

the design methodology and to show an application of several methods to meet-

ing the requirements. Selecting designs for flight test implementation requireda

review of these results. Figure 3.24 shows a comparison of all the designs. The

controllers shown in b~oldface in Figure 3.24 were selected as candidates for flight.

The three designs with integral-error control show a comparison of three sizes

of compensators (full-order, reduced order and output feedback). The 3Wd order

controller without integral control was included to see if the decoupling matrix

- . . ., . .. . .. . ....... .:,,, ,:i. ... ' ........ . ", - _ - ,
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w q, and theta), the output gains were set to the full-state feedback gains from a 4 order

regulator design.
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Figure 3.32: Output Feedback Compensator Flight Response to Climb
Rate Command. As in Figure 3.29, the overall loop gains to the actuators were
decreased by half from the analytical design.
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Figure 3.33: Third Order Flight Response to Climb Rate Command with-
out Integral Control. This figure documents the effectiveness of the integral control
loops. It also emphasizes the need for better models of the CH-47.
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Chapter 4.

Hover Controller for the CH-47

4.1. Design Goals and Constraints

With the experience gained in the design of the longitudinal CAS, a more

difficult task was selected for the next flight experiment. The second application

p, of the methodology was the design of a translational velocity command, precision

hover hold control system for the Ct!-47. This system was to provide the pilot

with "split-axis" control of translational velocity in an heading-oriented inertial

coordinate frame. "Split-axis" here means the pilot could select either a velocity

command or position-hold control mode in each of the three translational degrees

of freedom of the aircraft. As in Chapter 3, this design required decoupling of the

three axes of interest. Figure 4.1 shows the coordinate system used for the design.

As in Chapter 3, this control law is somewhat unconventional since the pilot's

workload is reduced by removing him from inner loop attitude control tasks. For

this system, forward velocity is controlled by longitudinal stick displacement, side

velocity by lateral stick, and vertical velocity by the collective lever. If a particular

pilot control is within a small distance of the neutral position (the detent), then

the system enters a position-hold mode for that axis. Yaw rate control, using the

71
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V Sxts4--- x axi14-- axts

z I i g z ax i s

Figure 4.1: Hover Control System Coordinate System. The x, y, and z
coordinates are in a heading-oriented inertial system.

standard CH-47 SAS, comes from the pedals. No operational helicopter control

systems have this type of capability although the concept was tried on a modified

* CH-47 helicopter during early work on the Army's Heavy Lift Helicopter(HLH)

concept.[13] This type of control law has numerous advantages with potential

applications such as:

[ Search and rescue

* Shipboard operations

• Slung load operations

Before proceeding with the description of how the design methodology was

applied, the design constraints must be mentioned. As in the longitudinal CAS

design, the TR-48 was used to filter the aircraft motion sensor data. The inertial

velocity and position measurements came from either a laser or radar tracker on

the ground. This was necessary since the onboard inertial navigation system(INS)

had a drift of several knots (s 5f t/sec) and provided only position data (no

velocities). To avoid major changes in the flight software, a general form of the

controller was programmed in the flight computer which provided for a flexible

control structure.

"0) . ., . i , , . - ) ( " - "-
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is (ftlsec) u
i(ft/sec) v
tb (ft/sec) W

0 (radians/sec) p
4 (radians/sec) q r 6 ,d,.i,.d (inches of longitudinal stick)1
i" (radians/sec) = F r + '0 6 d..i,-d (inches of collective lever) I
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AV' (4.1)

Figure 4.2: CH-47 Hover Model. This is the conventional 8 th order model described
in Appendix G.

4.2. Linear Model and Basic Control Structure

The 8th order basic airframe model is described in Appendix G. This model was

augmented with three actuator states as shown in Equation 3.2. These actuator

states allow the the designer to penalize control rate, a necessary step to avoid

nuisance disengages of the research control system during flight. Figure 4.2 shows S

this model as it was used for the control law synthesis. One item to note is that

there is no yaw control in the model. The yaw SAS was approximated by adding

-I to the N6 , element of the "F" matrix of Figure 4.2 and Appendix G.
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Since the longitudinal CAS showed the necessity of integral-error control, the S

hover control structure had to accommodate this capability. Figure 4.3 shows

the hover controller. Unlike the longitudinal CAS, integral control decoupling

is not done in the inner loop. Instead, PID (Proportional Integral Derivative)

outer loops are closed separately to Zeommand , ilommand, and iZommond, which act as

controls for these outer loops. The velocity command system is the inner loop.

Setting up the control structure in this way had several advantages:

" The inner loop and outer loop designs, both fairly complicated, could be

separated.

" By using the desired outputs as controls, the magnitude of the outer loop

gains became physically meaningful. This proved to be important later

AV, when these gains were adjusted during flight to achieve good performance.

" Keeping the inner loop separate made the mode switching between pilot

velocity command and PID control easier.

Before the full-order design began, the system was scaled in equivalent units.

4.3. Model Scaling

The hover model was scaled into the same units as used in the longitudinal

CAS design. Ft/sec remained ft/sec; radians and radian/sec became .01 radians

and .01 radians/sec; and inches of control became .1 inches of control. Figures

4.4 and 4.5 show the model before and after scaling. The ROPTSYS computer

program did this scaling.
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State Equations

i = F z+G u

-0.021 -0.00085 0.0326 0.0205 2585 -0.106 -31.986 0.0 0.114 0.939 0.0

-0.00019 -0.137 0.00265 -1.494 0.00414 -0.165 0.0292 51.99 0.0118 0.0635 1.159

0.0248 0.00374 -0.296 0.0419 0.435 0.362 -3.71 0.0 0.303 -8.062 .00002

-0.00013 -0.00652 0.00058 -0.716 0.0382 -0.0708 0.0 0.0 -0.00596 -0.0142 .432

0.00925 0.00017 0.00234 0.0427 -1.23 -0.00433 0.0 0.0 0.329 0.019 0.0

F = 0.00039 -0.00112 0.00027 -0.0544 -0.158 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0461 -0.00037 .0425

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.00788 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.00091 0.116 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -40.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -40.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -40.0

0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

J G= 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 40.0 0.0

40.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 40.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 40.0 J

24.6 0 0 ]
Q 24.6 0

0 0 9.98

2.6 X 10
- ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 2.6 x 10-2  0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 2.6 x 10 -  0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1.293 x 10- 4  0 0 0 0
= 0 0 0 0 3.232 x 10- 5 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 8.079 x 10 - 6  0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 3.232 x 10

- 7  0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.232 × 10 - 7

Figure 4.4: CH-47 Hover Linear Model. The last 3 states are 40 radian actuator

models.
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State Equations

Zcaled - F.caIedZs.aled + GeoltedUteoled

-0.021 -0.00085 0.0326 0.000205 .02585 -0.00106 -. 31986 0.0 0.0114 0.0939 0.0
-0.00019 -0.137 0.00265 -. 1494 0.0000414 -0.00165 0.000292 .3199 0.00118 0.00635 .1159

0.0248 0.00374 -0.296 0.000419 0.00435 0.00362 -. 0371 0.0 0.0303 -. 8062 .000002
-0.013 -0.652 0.058 -0.716 0.0382 -0.0708 0.0 0.0 -0.0596 -0.142 4.32
0.925 0.017 0.234 0.0427 -1.23 -0.00433 0.0 0.0 3.29 0.19 0.0

,ecad = 0.039 -0.112 0.027 -0.0544 -0.158 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.461 -0.0037 .425
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.00788 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.00091 0.116 0.0 U.U 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -40.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -40.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -40.0

0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

,0 Gfcd = 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
40.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 40.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 40.0

• 24.6 0 0 1

Q.,aed = 0 24.6 0
0 0 9.981

-2.6 x 10 - 2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2.6x 1o - 2  0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2.6 x 10 - 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1.293 0 0 0 0

Rrfd 0 0 0 0 3.232 x 10-' 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 8.079 x 10
- 2  0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 03.232 x 10
-  0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.232 x 10
- 3

Figure 4.5: CH-47 Scaled Hover Linear Model. After scaling, the weak coupling
terms in the F matrix become very obvious.
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4.4. LQG Design and Compensator Order Reduc-

tion

The scaled 11'h order model shown in Figure 4.5 was used by the ROPTSYS

program to calculate the full-order compensator. At this point, an important

simplification should be emphasized. The system was to control :i, j, and i which

are inertial velocities. The model as used included u, V, and w which are body

axis airmass velocities. The implicit assumption, needed to facilitate the design,

was that the two sets of velocities were equal:

-- (4.2)

This assumption is reasonable only if 6 and 0 remain small, which they must for

safe hover in a large helicopter such as the CH-47. The outputs, y., weighted in

the performance index:

P.I. = (y'oAyo + uTBu) dt (4.3)

were the three velocities (u, v, and w) and the three control rates. Since the

system had been scaled, the weighting matrices, A and B, were just 6 x 6 and

3 x 3 identity matrices. Using these assumptions and criterion, the resulting full-

order compensator is shown in Figure 4.6.

Based on these data, especially the modal cost M2, the 111h order compensator

was reduced to 5"h order. This represents a significant reduction of complexity in

the resulting compensator. The 1 1 h order design had 121 independent gains while

the 5'h order compensator had only 55. After the order reduction, the compensator
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0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-80.615 -15.033 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S
0 0 -55.126 -11.587 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -5.78 0 0 0 0 0 0

,,,= 0 0 0 0 0 -2.74 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -2.33 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.48 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.01 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -. 203 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -. 104.

.0032 -. 00096 .0024 -. 0112 -. 63 .023 -32.4 .097

.0294 .0183 -. 00274 .21 -17.3 -2.76 59.6 4.3
-. 002 -. 06 .0127 -. 442 .164 -. 99 .587 -61.4
.0072 -. 32 -. 023 -3.6 -1.64 -10.62 -17.3 170.1
-. 077 .0115 .616 -. 074 -. 079 -. 56 -1.45 -6.74

Km(uneo ed) - -. 028 .56 .17 5.56 4.24 16.2 1.34 -100.8
-. 054 -. 0134 .136 -. 233 25.4 3.68 3.78 .33
.087 -. 0084 -. 69 .146 .00055 .81 .50 .053

-. 0003 -. 02 .0033 -. 18 .83 -. 34 -. 48 -2.19
.000054 -. 034 -. 0022 -. 21 -. 023 -. 56 .018 5.16
-. 014 -. 00012 -. 00117 -. 00145 .125 .0133 4.37 -. 028

r00 1. -. 0128 -. 00328 .0226 -. 00356 -. 1 '00119 -. 024 .00067 -. 11
CmIn(Unec8aled) -'[.0011 -. 0036 .0089 .00294 -. 1 .0044 -. 0041 -. 1 -. 012 .012 -. 0108

.065 .0056 0.0 -. 1 .0146 -. 1 .0186 -. 0058 -. 1 -. 1 -002471

System Eigenvalues
Open LoopfF) RegulatorfF-GC) Estimator(F.KH) CompensatorfF-GC-KH) Compensator Measures

Mode Real Imag Real I ma Real Imag Real I mag _____" _

1 -1.41 0 -. 406 .085 -7.63 4.85 -7.52 4.91 4.47 .39
2 -1.07 0 -. 406 -. 085 -7.63 -4.85 -7.52 -4.91 - -
3 -. 902 0 -. 382 .072 -6.04 4.6 -5.79 4.64 5.58 .96
4 -. 297 0 -. 382 -. 072 -4.04 -4.6 -5.79 4.64 - -
5 .079 .46 -. 839 .4 -5.88 0 -5.78 0 .65 .11
6 .079 -. 46 -. 839 -. 4 -. 975 0 -2.73 0 1.18 .43
7 .062 .46 -1.2 .33 -. 11 0 -2.32 0 .3 .13
8 .062 -. 46 -1.2 -. 33 -. 12 0 -1.48 0 .69 .47
9 -40.0 0 -1.3 .11 -40.0 0 -1.01 0 .032 .032

10 -40.0 0 -1.3 -. 11 -40.0 0 -. 20 0 .063 .31
11 -40.0 0 -. 98 0 1 -40.0 0 -. 10 0 .046 .45

Figure 4.6: Hover Full Order Compensator Design Results. The open loop
has two unstable modes which are divergent pitch and roll oscillations. Figure 4.7 is the
reduced and reoptimized compensator based on this full order design. Order reduction
was based on the M2 terms shown here.

- .. - : .. . ... .. . . . . . .- -" :- ,. . • . ,- , -. , , i
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was optimized using the RSANDY program. Figure 4.7 shows the optimal reduced

order compensator including the closed loop roots. This optimization step was

difficult since the initial guess (the original 11th order compensator reduced to 5th)

was quite unstable. This caused numerical overflows on the VAX computer used

to run the RSANDY program. Convergence to a stable 5'h order compensator was

finally achieved after numerous iterations of the outputs and the output weightings

of Equation 4.3. Figure 4.7 shows these outputs, y., and the elements of the

diagonal A and B matrices. This figure also shows another aspect of the difficulty

of this optimization. The entire C matrix was allowed to vary which meant that

there were 60 gains being adjusted by the RSANDY program, 5 more than the 55

independent gains of a minimal realizaton.

The simulation step responses are shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11. All

three velocity responses look good but the pitch angle damping has several over-

shoots. A modal analysis later confirmed this by showing the mode at -. 50±j2.03

of Figure 4.7 to be strongest in 0. With the velocity inner loop regulator designed,

the feedforward matrix was calculated for direct command of ±, i, and i. The

PID outer loop gains could now be designed.

4.5. Outer Loop Design

As discussed in Section 4.2, the velocity command inner loop and the PID

outer loop were separate. With the inner loop velocity controller set, the outer

loop design began. This approach (inner loop first then outer loop) is common in

the development of operational aircraft autopilots except that the inner loops are

normally designed classically using incremental loop closure. Initially, these PID
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-17.93 -4.90 0 0 0

Fm,n= [ 0 0 -1.98 0 0
0 0 0 -. 815 01 0 0 -60

r .035 -. 050 -. 040 -. 56 1.96 .216 3.22 - 174.7
-. 037 -. 74 .071 -. 28 -1.6 -7.63 -19.7 169.0

K/mn = -. 58 .140 -. 23 .19 28.9 16.05 1.35 -100.3
-. 45 .0079 1.45 .068 6.5 1.20 2.64 7.16
.018 -. 0058 -. 003 -. 029 -. 36 -. 66 13.7 8.32

-. 092 .0080 --. 13 -. 020 -5.141
C-,=L .026 -. 0045 -. 029 .022 -52

.44 -. 021 -. 062 .00078 -42

r-.071 -. 0061 .013 1
N = .0070 .0021 -. 079

L -. 012 .059 -. 00341

Closed Loop Eigenvalues
Real Part Imag Part Damping Freq(rad/sec) Freq(Hz)

-39.99 .0085 1.0 39.99 6.37
-39.99 -. 0085 1.0 39.99 6.37
-40.01 0.0 1.0 40.01 6.37
-7.14 0.0 1.0 7.14 1.14
-2.37 2.77 .65 3.65 .58
-2.37 -2.77 .65 3.65 .58
-. 50 2.03 .24 2.09 .33
-. 50 -2.03 .24 2.09 .33
-. 54 1.59 .32 1.68 .27
-. 54 -1.59 .32 1.68 .27
-. 55 .50 .74 .74 .12

-. 55 -. 50 .74 .74 .12
-. 61 .43 .82 .75 .12
-. 61 -. 43 .82 .75 .12
-. 90 0.0 1.0 .90 .14
-. 22 0.0 1.0 .22 .0035

Performance Index Data
Outputs or Units Weighting
Controls

u /t/see 5 x
v ft/aee 5 X 10

fv ft/eec 5 x 102
p rod/eee I x l0
q rod/see x O
r rd/aee I X log

6, inches/see I X lOg
6, inches/see I X l0

6, incdee/see I X l0
ft/ee2  5 x 103

6 ft/seel 5 x 10
b ft/ee 5 x 10

6. inches I x I02
61 inehee I x 10

2

6. inches I x 103

Figure 4.7: Reduced Order Hover Compensator. The poorly damped modes
(= -. 5 ±J2.03) dominate the pitch angle response as Figure 4.9 shows.
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outer loop gains were set using the RSANDY program. This approach did not

work well as the convergence was very slow. The alternative was to set the gains

intuitively. This approach was actually quite reasonable if one recalls the control

structure of Figure 4.3. The gains were set by determining how much velocity

would be reasonable to use to correct a given position error. For instance, if the

aircraft were 10 feet from the desired hover point and a pilot would be willing to

use 5 ft/sec of then Ki6, would be .5 /,e". This approach worked well for

the y and z axes but failed for the z axis. For this axis, a conventional transfer

function analysis was used to set the 5 outer loop gains which were then adjusted

in simulation.

4.5.1. Transfer Function Analysis for X Axis Outer Loop

The first step in the process required a transfer function from Utcommand to

uo,,a for the helicopter with velocity inner controller. This came from use of

Bernard's code for calculating the matrix of transfer functions for any MIMO

linear dynamic system.[7] These transfer functions were 11 h order so to make the

process tractable, the NAVFIT program at NASA Ames simplified them to 3 d

order. The following transfer function resulted:

u nt,,a = .9 4
Ueommand - (s + .24) [(s + .5)2 + 1.872] (4.4)

To justify the use of 0 and q as second and third derivatives of x, consider the

longitudinal equation of motion from Etkin: [14]

F,-mgsin=m [i+(q'+q)w-(rB+ r) V] (4.5)

where if the following assumptions are made:
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q-V % 0 Earth rotation negligible

Brz 0 Earth rotation negligible

qw ; 0 Second order effect

rv z 0 Second order effect

sin 0 z 0 Small angle assumption

F, s 0 Reasonable for a helicopter in hover

i Small angle assumption(O)

then these simplications result:

is -gO
(4.6)

il % -gO -gq

| PJ ,The actual gain setting is done by including the following for the PIDD2 D 3

controller in Figure 4.8.

PIDD2D3 = Kp, + K1 - + KDZS + KD2zs2 + Kvazs3  (4.7)

where

Kp = K 6,

K, = Kif 3

KD = K 2  (4.8)

KD2 = K3,

KD, = j

Rewriting Equation 4.7 as:

_ K 2 Ke K,\PIDD2D3=K 0,(s+- --- + +-5 +-s+ --,/(49
K0 , 2 KDS ) 3 K 2 Kp K (4.9)

.K'
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2 D23 xPIDPl D CH-47

u- forward velocity
Figure 4.8: Transfer Fmetion Analysis. The PIDD2D3 compensation was cal-
culated to cancel the two lightly damped poles of Equation 4.4 and move the two poles at
the origin to the left.

then the four numerator -,eros of the PIDD2D3 controller were selected to cancel

the lightly damped poles of Equation 4.4 and to draw the two poles at the origin

to the left. The gain KD3 was selected for good speed of response. Following are

the gains calculated:

A D) K = Kp -- 1.085 fps
(ft error)

fpsKt = xt = .131(ft sec error)

KD = KXD -2.94 fPs (4.10)
fps

KDI Kx. = .551 feg

KDS KXQfps
K3 9 3 (degsec)

4.5.2. Outer Loop Simulation

With these gains as a starting point, the time responses were improved using

the onboard simulation in the flight computer. Although this approach ("tweek-

ing" the gains) may seem somewhat unscientific, it was appropriate for several

reasons:
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C* Extensive use of the onboard simulation had the added advantage of helping

discover many errors in the flight software before actual flight.

* Pilot comments concerning the performance and response characteristics

could be better incorporated into the design.

* Working directly with the fixed point digital computer avoided the addi-

tional time and effort required to digitize and scale the continuous design.

* The transient-free switching between the velocity command and position

hold modes could be developed. This is discussed in the next section.
The PID gains coming from this simulation are shown below:

* = -. 75foe Ky, = -1.o K, =-2.0 fpsI , I ' ---- 7. 0 -  (I erro') (f .""o

= -3.8 x 10-  f Ky = -7.6 X 0-4 IV, KZ, = -1.9 X 10- 3  #

KX,= -3.0 L KYD= .18 KZD = -4.5 -1M2/. Ky, = 0.0.t
Kx .2K 20 Ky = 0.0

(4.11)

Time responses from simulation are shown in Figures 4.9 to 4.13. These figures

show the results of both the inner and outer loop designs.

4.6. Flight Test Implementation

The flight implementation of the hover control system was based on the soft-

ware and flight procedures developed for the longitudinal CAS flight test. As

before, the sensor data were filtered by the TR-48 analog computer before being

digitized and sent to the Sperry digital computer. There were two areas where

the hover controller was quite different from the longitudinal system and required

new flight capabilities. The first was the inertial position and velocity data and

the second was the transient-free switching required to make the transition from

-0" m ' . . . . t . .
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C
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Figure 4.9: Hover Forward Velocity Step Command in Simulation. The
poor damping is evident in the pitch angle response.
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Figure 4.12: H over Forward Position Step Command in Simulation. This

response came from the onboard simulation anad shows the the outer loop performance

using the flight software.
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Figure 4.13: Hover Lateral Position Step Command in Simulation. Again,
the Right software shows good outer loop performance.
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2 -- pilot velocity command to automatic position hold.

4.6.1. Inertial Velocity and Position Data

Although the hover controller uses the inertial data (z, *, y, j, z, and i) as it

does the other measurements, a considerable effort was required to get these data.'

Since the INS positions drifted so quickly and there were no inertial velocities

available from the INS, an alternative source for these data was needed. The

ground based tracker at Crows Landing was able to provide these data using a

ground-to-air telemetry link that was specially developed for this program. The

steps required to make these ground based position measurements usable by the

control laws are described below:

" The laser or radar tracker measured position of the aircraft in a runway

based polar coordinate system.

" These measurements of azimuth angle (Az), elevation angle (El), and range

(r) were telemetered from the ground tracking station to the helicopter.

* These data, as well as tracker status information, were decoded and scaled

into units common to the rest of the flight software.

" The Az, El, and range data were converted to a runway based rectangular

coordinate system with a new origin located over the runway.

" These data were used with aircraft accelerometer data (rotated into the

runway coordinate frame) in a second order complementary filter to esti-

mate z, z, y, , z, and i. Figure 4.14 shows the block diagram of this

complementary filter.
'This work was done primarily by Bill Hindson of NASA Ames
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Acctleratio + K. 

k Smoothed
K1 2 zeta freq Velocity

K2= freq2 ~ zeta- damfping

K3 3 freq-neturel frequency

K4 l

Figure 4.14: Second Order Complementa1y ]ilter. The filter uses acceleration

and position to determine the smoothed position and velocity needed by the control law.

" These smoothed values of z, z, y, y, z, and .were then rotated through

the aircraft heading angle to the heading-oriented inertial frame required

by the control system.

" Based on the tracker status information coming from the ground and based

on data reasonableness checks, an algorithm kept the inertial data consis-

tent during short term tracker breaklocks. For longer term breaklocks, the

experimental control system was disengaged to avoid the large control mo-

tions caused by trying to follow bad data. Initially, the laser tacker was

used since it provided more precise range information (1 - 2 foot acurracy).

Unfortunately, the laser had frequent and unpredictable breaklocks which

made the data essentially unusable in the control loop. Because of this in-

ability to hold lock, the radar tracker was used for the flight test although

its accuracy was only 5 -10 feet.
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4.6.2. Transient-Free Switching

Since this control system had both manual and automatic capability in the

three body axes, a way was needed to transition smoothly among these different

control modes. This task was complicated by the following characteristics of the

control system:

" The pilot had the freedom to change heading at any time.

" The z coordinate of the desired hover point had to follow the z coordinate

of the actual position when the pilot was commanding i velocity. At the

same time, the helicopter had to hold both y and z position in the heading

inertial frame.

" Same as above in the y and z directions.

e A detent on the pilot controls was needed. If the pilot's control was less

than the detent value, that axis was in position hold mode; else, the pilot

was commanding a velocity.

Figures 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 show the switching logic for the three axes. The

assembly code, shown in Appendix I, implements this logic.

4.7. Flight Test Results

The hover flight testing was done at the Crows Landing test facility. The

testing was limited to this location since the system required the use of the radar

tracker at Crows. Unlike the longitudinal CAS control system, the hover controller

was very difficult to debug and make operational. The flight testing was divided

into three phases to accommodate these difficulties. The first phase developed the S
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d,'DTNT No

Yes

.I. x e.,Xref.cos + ) .fslnYref- =, bodyle.-W

2 ] =T 1o[] 2. Do * calculatlon
dr3. Fed from zero to

3. Set Integrator to zero p4

4. Fade from x( to zero 4. Pilot commend = zero

I 5. Do stick dedeecaclto

T.,. coo'  -9""W-
To Lateral Axis w L/onW C0WJ

Figure 4.15: X Axis Transient-Free Switching Logic. The transformation from

body to runway uses heading angle from the INS. The best deadzone or detent value was

about .25 inches.
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Figure 4.25: Hover Forward Velocity Step Command in Simulation. The

pitch angle response is improved from the original design of Figure 4.9.
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quicken the lateral response while in hold mode hence reducing any coupling due

to action in the longitudinal axis. With these two changes to reduce the coupling,

and the redesigned inner loop velocity system, the final flight testing began.

4.7.4. Final Closed Loop Flight Test in Hover

With the redesigned controller, the velocity performance was significantly im-

proved. Figure 4.28 shows the response to a command in i. The poor pitch

damping has been eliminated and the coupling to bank angle is gone. The y

axis velocity performance remains good as shown in Figure 4.29. The z velocity

response remained almost identical to the original design shown in Figure 4.21.

The position hold performance is also evident in these figures when the velocity

commands are removed and the system reenters the postion hold mode. Figures

4.30 and 4.31 confirm the good hold performance in the y and z axes but the poor

damping in position hold in z. The z axis position hold dynamics are dominated

by a slow, poorly damped mode (s ; .4 and w ; 50 see). A significant amount

of flight time was spent adjusting gains in the PID outer loops to improve this z

hold performance. Shown below are the final set of outer loop gains which resulted

from these efforts. Later flight tests used the integrator in the z axis PIDD2 D'

controller only when the error was less than 40 feet. This improved the damping

slightly to about .5.

K :p -.20 fp : -1.0fo ~ -2.0 fp
p= -7.6 x 101 V Ky 1 = -7.6 x 10 - 3  fps Kzr 1.9 X 10

- 3  fpso,

KXoD =-2.0 L KyD -1.0 Kz0 K 4.5 LV

deg deg

(4.12)
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-17.93 -4.90 0 0 0
= 0 0 -1.98 0

0 0 0 -. 815
0 0 0 -

-. 035 -. 050 -. 040 -. 56 2.18 .216 3.23 -74.7
-. 037 -. 74 .071 -. 28 -1.57 -7.63 -19.7 169.0K, -.5 .140 -. 23 .19 29.2 16.05 1.30 -100.3F -. 45 .0079 1.45 .068 6.52 1.20 2.57 7.16

L .018 --.005 -. 003 -. 029 3.4 -. 66 14.03 8.32

[..07 .054 -. 0776 -. 0036 -4.611
C, 2 = 2 -. 0045 -. 029 .022 -. 52

1.44 -. 021 -. 062 .00078 -. 42J

-. 04 -. 0098 -. 00241
.7 -. oo79 .00210.0 -. 0034 .0059 J

Closed Loop Eenvalues
Real Part Imag Part Damping Freq(rad/sec) Freq(Hz)

-40.2 0.0 1.0 40.2 6.39 2
-40.01 0.0 1.0 40.01 6.367
-39.99 0.0 1.0 39.99 6.365
-6.007 0.0 1.0 6.007 .956
-2.37 2.70 .66 3.59 .57
-2.37 -2.70 .66 3.59 .57
-. 94 2.13 .40 2.33 .37
-. 94 -2.13 .40 2.33 .37

-. 60 1.51 .37 1.62 .26
-. 60 -1.51 .37 1.62 .26
-. 55 .48 .75 .73 .116
-. 55 -.48 .75 .73 .116
-. 62 .402 .84 .74 .117
-. 62 -. 402 .84 .74 .117
-.90 0.0 1.0 .90 .14
-. 17 0.0 1.0 .17 .027

Performance Index Data
Outputs or Units Weighting

Controls
u tf/eec 5 x 103
V ft/ee 5 x 103
w f (/ee 5 x 108
p ead/cee I x lo s

q rod/eee I x 10
r rad/see I x l0,
6. ineheo/see 1 x l s

6. incheo/ee I x 101
6. inehee/ec I x l0s

U Il//ee 5 x 100
4 It/eec 5 x 10V ft/eec2  5 x< 108 "

6, inchee I x 102 p
61 inehes I x 103
6e inehes I x 103

Figure 4.24: Redesigned Hover Compensator. Only the columns of K associated
q and e and the row of C corresponding to longitudinal control (b,) are changed from the
initial design of Figure 4.7.
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good time responses. In this case, the measurement noise characteristics were left

unchanged and an unrealistically high value of the vertical velocity disturbance was

used. Specifically, the vertical gust root mean square (rms) was increased from

2.3 ft/sec to 10 ft/sec. Vertical gust was selected since it affects the pitch angle

more strongly than the other disturbances. With this one change, the RSANDY

program was used to find a new compensator. To speed up the convergence in

the RSANDY program, only the columns of the Kmi,, matrix associated with

measurements of q and 0, and the row of C,,,i,, associated with the longitudinal

control were allowed to vary. This approach was also logical since we wished to

keep the vertical and lateral axes unchanged from the first design. The redesigned S

compensator in shown in Figure 4.24 and can be compared to the initial design in

Figure 4.7. Figure 4.25 shows the simulation response of the redesigned velocity

0) command inner loop with the improvement in pitch damping compared to the

initial design shown in Figure 4.9. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show that the y and z

responses were essentially unchanged by the redesign.
S

Since there was nothing in the simulation to suggest that there would be

coupling from i command to €, the approach to solving this problem was based

on the experience gained thus far. Two changes were made to the controller which

would have to wait for flight to be evaluated. The first change was the zeroing of

the feedforward gain from i command to 6. in the N matrix of Figure 4.3. This was

a logical approach to solving the problem since the N matrix was highly dependent

on accurate modeling and the longitudinal flight test had already shown the model

to be lacking. The other change made to solve this coupling was to include nonzero

values for Ky# and K'p in the lateral PID outer loop. This change was made to

.t
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Figure 4.22: Preliminary Forward Position Step Command in Flight. The
z position damping is very poor (F , .1), unlike the near critical damping of the simulation
shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.21: Preliminary i Flight Respone. The 5 second time to steady state
matches the simulation shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.20: Prelimaryr , Flight Resp~o~ie. Thbe I) response is well behaved and
similar to the simulation results of Fig'ure 4.10. The peak roll angle is about 8 degrees for
both responses to a command of about 10 ft/ee.
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Figure 4.19: Preliminary i Flight Response with Pitch Roll Coupling.

With the instability of Figure 4.18 corrected, the roll coupling, shown here, was discovered.

o .
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Figure 4.18: Preliminary i Flight Response with Pitch Oscillation. The
poorly damped simulation respon.se off Figure 4.9 became uns table in flight as the pitch
angle shows. The decoupling using the outer loops worked well.
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system in flight. Figure 4.18 shows the flight results with the extremely poor z

axis performance. After a redesign of the velocity inner loop system, described in

the next section, another problem was found. There was unacceptable coupling

between the z and y axes. The coupling, evident in Figure 4.19, was manifested

as roll osscillations resulting from the i command. The next section also describes

the approach taken to solve this pitch to roll coupling problem. The coupling

was one way, however, as seen in Figure 4.20 where the response to a step in

is quite acceptable and similar to the simulation results of Figure 4.10. The i

command capability is also quite good as Figure 4.21 shows. The z position hold

performance of Figure 4.22 was very poor due to the low damping (; .1). Y

position (Figure 4.22) was much better damped and faster than z. The z position

hold performance was very good with vertical position changes of less than 10 feet

4 J during the velocity commands of Figures 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21. Use of the radar

tracker data in the inner loops, which was considered risky due to its complexity,

worked well throughout the flight test.

4.7.3. Hover Controller Redesign

The redesign of the system was necessitated by bad performance in two modes.

First, the z velocity response was slightly unstable in flight. The other problem

was the coupling from z velocity command to roll angle. The first problem was

handled by redesigning the inner loop velocity control system in order to slow the

longitudinal response. This redesign was first attempted by changing the weighting

matrices in the RSANDY program to get a better damped longitudinal response.

This approach did not work so the technique of Section 3.4.1 was used. Section

3.4.1 described using an arbitrary set of measurement spectral densities to achieve
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new capabilities needed by the hover controller including data uplink capability

and complementary filtering to get smooth inertial data. The second phase in-

cluded preliminary flight test which discovered poor velocity performance which

necessitated a redesign of the velocity inner loop. The final phase of the flying

evaluated the redesigned control system.

4.7.1. Support Systems Development Flying

The complexity of the hover controller required that essentially all the aircraft

systems and all the ground support equipment be working in order to exercise the

system. A number of flights was required just to ensure that the uplink system

and the associated complementary filters were producing good inertial data. Once

these systems were operating correctly, the flight testing continued with checks

0) of the mode switching and transient suppression logic while using the real data

coming from the complementary filters. It was while doing this work that the laser

tracker's poor ability to hold lock was discovered and the decision was make to go

with the less accurate radar tracker.

4.7.2. Preliminary Closed Loop Flight Test in Hover

Preliminary closed loop testing included velocity step commands in the three

axes and changes in desired position while remaining in the hover hold mode.

These closed loop tests confirmed what the longitudinal CAS tests had already

shown. The flight responses were less damped than the simulations had predicted.

In other words, we couldn't achieve as high a bandwidth in flight as in simulation.

This was most evident in the z axis where the well damped velocity response

in the simulation (Figure 4.9) turned into a neutrally stable or slightly unstable

• , - ., ., , ... _ : . : .. , , . , . , .. I
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Figure 4.17: Z Axis Transient-Free Switching Logic. This figure also shows
the rest of the hover controller which was shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.16: Y Axis Transient-Free Switching Logic. The switching logic for
the x and W axes was identical. The best detent was .25 inches.
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Figure 4.26: Hover Side Velocity Step Command in Simulation. The
response is nearly identical to the original design of Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.27: Hover Vertical Velocity Step Command in Simulation. The
response is nearly identical to the original design of Figure 4.11.
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IS

4.8. Summary of Results of the Hover Controller
Design

As with the longitudinal CAS, the discussion of results is separated into two

groups:

" the effectiveness of the methodology

" the flight test results

The hover controller emphasized the usefulness of the design methodology for a

more complicated control system. To have used classical incremental loop closures

to do this design would probably have taken longer or would have required more

,S. specific experience in helicopter control systems than I had. This task also showed

the advantage of using a modern control inner loop to modify the open loop plant

in such a way as to increase the physical intuition for the design engineer. The

increased physical intuition made classically designed outer loops simpler. In this

case, the plant was changed from control motion in, measurement out to desired

output in, actual output out. This change simplified the selection of the outer loop

control structure and made the outer loop gains more intuitive. Figure 4.3 showed

these advantages. This task also emphasized the relative speed and ease with

which design iterations can be made on MIMO systems. When the first design

of the hover controller was found unacceptable in flight, the redesign described

in Section 4.7.3 was done in only 2 - 3 days which avoided delays in the flight

testing. As with the longitudinal CAS design, the analysis tools developed to use

the methodology (described in the various appendices) were sufficient but their
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Figure 4.28: Final i Flight Response. The instability in pitch (Figure 4.18) and

the pitch roll coupling (Figure 4.19) are gone but the pitch angle damping is still less than
the simulation response of Figure 4.25.
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"user friendliness" needed improvement.

In flight test, the hover controller was fairly successful. Many advanced hel-

copter or VTOL airplane designs call for a translational velocity control(TVC)

system such as was tested here. Normally the evaluations of these concepts sel-

dom leave the simulators to address the hardware and software difficulties of flight

implementation. This test reemphasized two of the important difficulties of TVC

systems, the inertial position/velocity sensor and the human factors involved. The

primary contribution of this work was the development of a flexible TVC system

where these type issues can be studied. Specifically, this system showed good ve-

locity command performance in all three axes, excellent hold performance in the

lateral and vertical axes, and marginally acceptable hold performance longitudi-

nally. The switching logic worked well from a control viewpoint but the pilots who

N) ' flew the system commented on the need for a better indication of switching from

hold mode to velocity command mode in each axis.

d
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Chapter 5.

Conclusions

The conclusions are separated into those applicable to the design methodology

and those associated with the flight tsts.

5.1. Methodology

t * The process of scaling and using the modal input/output measures is an

effective way to reduce the order of the compensator.

* The scaled block minimal realization of the compensator is useful in iden-

tifying unimportant measurements and controls.

* The decoupling feedforward matrix depends heavily on an accurate model

so practical designs will usually require some sort of integral control. For

very poor models, integral control alone should be used for implementing

output commands.

e The software tools were adequate for application of the methodology.

* Both "modern" and "classical" control techniques are important for MIMO

control system design. The specific application determines the appropriate

techniques to use. In this research, the use of a modern control inner loop

117
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wich ckssically designed outer loops was a useful approach for the hover

controller.

5.2. Flight Tests

* Although requiring some change of pilot technique (retraining), the decou-

pled velocity and climb rate controller was well received by the pilots who

flew it.

* The hover controller performed adequately as a translational velocity com-

mand system, had good position hold capability in the vertical and lateral

axes, but its hold performance in the longitudinal direction was marginal.

• Integral control was crucial to achieve decoupled control for both the cruise

0 and hover control systems.

5.3. Lessons Learned

Finally, two "lessons learned" (or relearned) during this research should be

emphasized, even though they may seem obvious. First, there is no substitute for

experience. For this methodology, experience was important in:

" selecting the correct units for scaling the dynamic system

" determining which gains are "small" for compensator simplification

* selecting outputs and their weightings in the optimization using the ROPT-

SYS and RSANDY computer programs

" selecting scale factors for fixed-point scaling, Appendix E

- - . - . .
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e selecting stick and collective lever gains for the pilot

e determining the structure of the integral control loops

Also, experience in use of the methodology itself, especially the design tools, was

critical. The hover controller, though much more complicated, took about as much

time to design as the longitudinal CAS. The other lesson is that the design of the

control logic is often the easiest and fastest step in building an operational control

system. Most of the work is spent on: I

* software design, coding, and testing

" hardware modifications and testing

" ground based closed loop testing

-v
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Chapter 6.

Recommendations for Further Research

The CH-47 research helicopter at Ames is a very flexible test vehicle and is

being improved by the addition of a floating point digital computer programmable

in a higher order language. With this improvement, a number of potential research

projects should be considered:

* Parameter identification to improve the existing models used for design and

simulation

" Refinement of the two designs presented here and pilot evaluation in a more

realistic setting such as instrument landing

" Outer loop guidance work (Microwave Landing System, 4-dimensional nav-

igation, etc.) using these inner loops

" Application of singular value LQG-LTR (Linear Quadratic Gaussian - Loop

Transfer Recovery) to account for unmodeled rotor dynamics

One difficulty in applying the methodology was the poor convergence character-

istics of the first order gradient algorithm in the RSANDY program. A second

order technique to speed convergence would be an important improvement to the

program. Another possibility for research is finding a way of commanding a sys-

tem without exciting all the closed-loop modes similar to the method described in

120
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Chapter 3 for the case of the full-order compensator.

Saberi has shown a technique for calculating helicopter stability derivatives

during low speed flight near the ground.[18] This research vehicle is an excellent

testbed for validating these derivatives.

I
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Appendix D.

Set Point Design

This appendix derives the feedforward matrix which commands a dynamic

system, including compensator, to a new equilibrium. This matrix turns desired

outputs into the steady-state controls needed to achieve the outputs. The restric-

tions are that these outputs (or new operating point) be physically realizable and

that the number of controls be equal to the number of outputs.

Consider the following dynamic system:

= Fz + Gu

ye = Hz + D,.u
(D.1)

i = Az + By, + G,u,

u = Cz + Dyo + u,

where:

z- plant states

y,- measurements j
z- compensator states

u- controls

136
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The general form of the transformation is:

0 T2 0 0

0 0
T 0 0

Cf (C.11)T-' 0 ... " 0"
S0

0 0 0 cf.

where:

wrc,.2 (figi - eihi) ejC,2i- bjc,2i-]

T, = L-c 1, _, (fjg, - ejh,) g,C, 2,_,. - h,c,. 2 .-,J (C.12)
-fjcj.2_j 2 + (e, - h,)c, 2 i..-c1,2 + g (CC2,2

t- the i"' complex mode

1- row index corresponding to the largest value of c2 + c2 for that mode's

double column, or the largest value of c2 for the a real mode

A listing of a FORTRAN subroutine, MINCOM, which does this transforma-

tion is shown in Appendix L.
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The "0 1" in the C,,.i,, matrix results from scaling the system by the largest values

in the C double columns.

Consider a second order system in general form:

[ [ ref] [fz] + rbil
1z 2 J g hjiz~i tb2 J(C.6)

Z2

The desired transformation will put this system into the following form:

(C.7)

£ 011 = g e£-12 =e[+ h
The similarity transformation requires the two systems to have identical eigenval-

ues, that is:"
I!- Al = III- A,..,,

a,1 = fg - eh

a2 =e+h

Introducing the transformation matrix and expanding:

TA.. = AT

C.. = CT

T11  T12 ]~ 0 1 -[ef[T T2 1(C9)
T21 T22  fg - eh e+ = [g h [T21  T22]

[0 1 =[(c, C21 7uTiI T21 T22 I

where c2 +c2 has the largest magnitude of any row pair in double column associated

with the mode being made minimal. Solving the equations above we have the

desired transformation:

r c2(fg - eh) ec2 -be]
-c,(fg-- h) 9C2 - h ej (C.10)

2 S gC
I-fc + (e - h)cIc 2 + gc2

,- . , .. . - ,.. -. . ......... .... .... .... : : i ' " r - " " " . . ." • .- -, " . ..
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where:
A 0 0 ...

0 *

A-* , , ,rXr

0 0 0 (C.2)
: 0 0 *

B= [Full],r x p

C = [Full], m x r

We want a transformation to a new form: S

i- Amin z' + B,. y

(C.3)
U = Cmin Z'

where:

Amin- minimal form of A

Bm.in- minimal form of B

AP) Ci- minimal form of C 9 4o 1
0 1

Amin= 0a an a2

B""[ (C.4)
B ..in= * * .. ,r p

**0 1...

Cmin[* m x n

z = Tz'

Am n = T-'AT (.(C.5)

Bmin = T-B

Cma = CT R
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Appendix C.

Minimal Realizations

The design methodology described in Chapter 2 used minimal realizations

in two places. The first was when the ROPTSYS computer program displayed

the compensator in minimal form to be better suited for the optimization in the

RSANDY program. This eliminated redundant parameters which could cause

trouble in the RSANDY gradient search procedures. The second use of a mini-

mal realization came when the discrete compensator was transformed to minimal

form for computational efficiency. In the first case, the transformation was from

arbitrary form to block modal form then to block minimal form. The second was

from an arbitrary 2 x 2 block form to the block minimal form. The derivation is

shown for an arbitrary 2 x 2 system then expanded for any order.

Given the following form of the dynamic system:

i= Az + By
(C. 1)

U= CZ

132
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By the duality property of regulators and estimators (Figure B.1), these gains,

KT = (R + NQNT)-(NQ rT + HmP), are determined using the randomly dis-

turbed equations of motion:

= Fx+ rw S
(B.12)

y =H,,, + Nw + v

where
I

Q- noise spectral density matrix of plant distrubances, w

R- noise spectral density matrix of measurement noise, v 1

AlP) A

AV)

Regulator F G H L A B S C
Estimator FT H,,, rT NT Q R P KT

Figure B.I: Duality Between Regulators and Estimators. This shows the
property of duality which allows the use of the regulator results for design of an optimal
vstimator (a steady-state Kalman filter).
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I=

Adjoining the constraints (the equations of motion) to form the Hamiltonian:

H + AT(Fz + Gu) (B.5)

Recalling the optimality conditions:

i .= 61 H(B.6)
Ox

OH
0- aH (B.7)

Introducing the system equations, i = Fx + Gu, and expanding the optimality

equations, we have the Euler-Lagrange equations (here in matrix form):

[F] = [ F -G(B + LTAL)-ILTAM -G(B + LTAL)-IG T  ][ 1
-MTAM - MTAL(B + LTAL)ILTAM -F - MrAL(B + LTAL)-GT A]

(B.8)

As shown in Bryson and Ho [4] or Franklin and Powell [61, the solution to these

equations is A = Sz where S = A_- " - 1. A- and X- are the submatrices of the

eigenvector matrix of the Hamiltonian matrix associated with eigenvalues having

negative real values, i.e.

[~) [f ~:][$2(B.9)

With this solution for A, the optimal steady state control, u, can be expressed as

a linear combination of the state variables, x:

u = Cz (B.10)
C = (B + LTAL)- 1 (LTAM+ GTS)

The same approach applies to finding the estimator gains, K, of the equation:

= F! + Gu + K(y= - H,.±) (B.11)



Appendix B.

Optimal Compensator Design

The design methodology described in Chapter 2 uses an optimal full order

compensator as the starting point. This appendix summarizes the derivation of

the optimal compensator. From Hall and Bryson, we see that to design a set

of regulator gains which minimize a quadratic performance index, we minimize

the Hamiltonian with respect to the control.[17] In this case, the performance

£ ~ index includes the control in the output, thus enabling the weighting of state

rates(accelerations). This is essential in aerospace applications where vehicle ac-

celeration is an important parameter in the design and analysis of the control

system. Starting with the modified performance index:

J = j £dt j ~ (yTAy + uTBu)dt (1.1)

where:

y= Mz + Lu (B.2)

y T = ZTM . uTLT (B.3)

Expanding the integrand of J:

Z [ZTMrAMz + ZTMTALu + uTLTAMz+ UT(LTAL+ B)u] (B.4)
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eul~ a- standard deviation of the noise variable
T- correlation time of the noise

With these transformations, the resulting compensator will use scaled mea-

surements to calculate a scaled control signal. If we want to use the compensator

in the physical system, we need only unscale the gain matrices. The compensator

based on the scaled variables is:

i=Az+D&T

a = Oz+ Dg,(A.8)

We unscale the system by replacing scaled vectors a and &T, with their unscaled

equivalents i = Tu and t. w att

i= Az + 13 T.'yo
(A.9)= Tiz +DT,,,- y.

Now the compensator uses actual (unscaled) measurements and gives unscaled

control signals as outputs.

* To make the scaling process consistent, I've listed some rules of thumb below:

* Scale the matrices consistently; for example, if a measurement is also a

state, use the same units.

* Scale intermediate state variables in an actuator model the same as the

control itself. For example, if we have a first order actuator model, 4. =

-as, + au,, then scale the actuator position state(u.), its rate(tio), and the

command(u,) identically.

* Similarly, if sensor noise filters are included in the plant model, then these

Aise filter states should be scaled the same as the measurements they filter.

. . ... ... .... .... ..... .. . ........... .. .. .. .......... .... ..0. .. . . . ... . . . . . . . .. : . . .
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turbances:

(A.4)
Wv Tdtb~

With these transformati:nrs, the scaled dynamic system is:

4 = t + oa+ ro
17, f + + t~v+ V(A.5)

= fI + GA~i

where:
PT.1'FT,

GT.-'GT,

rD T.- 1rTd

11. -T.- If.T.

Ul Tm1'D..T,
(A.6)

NI= T.-'NTd

17, =p -'H, T.

Lf.u Tp-1 D,.T,

= 'QT'

A=Tnj-'RTm 1-

The scaled power spectral density matrices were derived using the approxima-

t ion:

PSD s:s2O2 Te (A.7)

where:
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F- plant dynamics matrix, n x n

G- control distribution matrix, n x m

r- plant disturbance distribution matrix, n x m'

H,- state to measurement distribution matrix, p x n
D,, - control to measurement distribution matrix, p x m

N- plant disturbance to measurement distribution matrix, p x m'

H,- state to output distribution matrix, p' x n

D, - control to output distribution matrix, p' x m

Q- plant disturbance spectral density matrix, m' x m'

R- sensor noise spectral density matrix, p x p

The scaling process continues by describing the changes of units on the states,

controls, etc. as simple transformations. For instance, if we want new states, t,

and new controls, i, to be 5,,z, z 2Z2, ... sz,, and s,,u,, SuU2, ... suU,, then

we can define scaling (also similarity) transformations:

(A.2)

where:

~(A.3)

Using an identical procedure, we scale the outputs, measurements, and plant dis-

wl



Appendix A.

Engineering Scaling

This appendix derives engineering scaling equations used in the ROPTSYS

computer program. This process transforms the model of the physical system into

a similar" model where the units of the variables have changed. Similar means

the eigenvalues of the system are not changed by the transformation to the new

coordinates. As described in section 2.2, the new units are chosen to make the

' 9 new variables of the dynamic system of equal importance to the design engineer.

The process begins with the linear model shown below:

i= Fz + au + rw

y, = H.: + D,,u + Nw + v

(A.1)
ye = Hex + D. u

j 0(yAy, + uTBu) dt

where:

z- system states, n x I
z- compensator states, r x I

U- controls, m x I

w- plant disturbances, mI x I

v- sensor measurements, p x I
y,- weighted outputs, p' x I
v- sensor noise, p X 1 1
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If DD., = 0, then these equations can be rewritten as:

[i] = [B(Fi+GDfH G+~C ] [i] + [DG+G u,, (D2

Defining zr = [zJ we can rewrite the equations above as:

iT = FTZT + GTUe (D.3)

Expressing the desired outputs, y!D, as a linear combination of ZT and u, we have:

YD HDXT + LDUc (D.4)

At steady state, iT = 0, and the two previous equations become:

inverting:

, [H, L L YD (D.6)

The steady-state controls are u, = NYD and new equilibrium state vector is xT =

MyD where:

F+GDH, GC G+c
MI B(I+D,,,DH,,A B~C Bg+ ~ D7HD LD

This last equation is used by the SETPNT program, Appendix L, to calculate the

N matrix.

.... ..., : ... . .-. . ." . ..... :: : : _. .. .



Appendix E.

Fixed Point Scaling

This appendix describes the technique of scaling the analytical designs to run

on the Sperry 1819A flight computer. The process is similar in principle to scaling

engineering problems for an analog computer. This computer is an 18 bit fixed-

point digital computer. There are two problems which must be considered when

doing this scaling. The first is avoiding overflows (exceeding 211 - 1 during cal-

culations) and the second is maintaining precision in the results. The procedure

which follows handles both these potential problems.

Consider the compensator dynamic system: .1
= Az + By

(E.i)
u =Cz

where y and u are in engineering units (not yet computer scaled). In the computer,

these variable have computer scaling factors, K, such that iKi, zK,, yK., and

uK,, have units of bits. For example, if K& = 500 "- then then 5 deg of 0 isdeg'

2500 bits in the computer. In these computer scaled variables, the compensator

appears:
,i i=K Ki Ki y I

4= K[A] K [z] K, + Ku IB yK,
KKA4 KVKB

K (E.2)
[ul K& [ ~ C] [~~z] K,KK
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where A, B, and C are in engineering units. The scale factors, K, for y and u

are part of the computer environment (set up by the programmers of the original

flight program) but we need to calculate Ki and K.. This is simplified by the

digital implemention; we have Zk+1 and zk rather than z and z. This means only

one scale facter, K,, is needed. To find this factor, first estimate the largest value

that any Zk+1 or zi: can achieve by finding the maximum single product in the

matrix multiply, [B] [y],,,.. For controls, measurements, and desired outputs, the

maximum values can be set using engineering judgement and intuition. Since we

also want precision in the z term, we select K, so that z,, uses all of the 18 bits

available:

K = 21(E.3)
Zmaz

where z,,,, is rounded up to the next power of 2. 2'7 is used since the largest

negative number expressed in 18 bits is -2" 7.

With the K, term, the problem of overflow is solved. Now we need only ensure

that precision is maintained in the calculations by choosing the additional scale

factors, K 4 , KB, and Kc that scale the elements of the A, B, and C matrices.

Making use of all 18 bits, we can find these scale factors in the same way as the

K, term above was calculated:
2 17

]4 amaz -IL
KA-,

KB - (E.4)bin0: K

217
(:MaZ K.

where aa, bin, 5 , and cm., are the maximum elements of the A, B, and C matrices

which have been rounded up to the nearest power of 2.
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One product from the matrix multiplies is:

Ky(b,, K (EK) .S)

This number is included in the double precesion(36 bits) A register in the 1819A

and is always less than 21' - 1. We want to accumulate these double precision

elements to get one element of By. Finally, we divide by KA (or equivalently shift

Ithe A register) to regain the single precision inner product. This is done for each

of the matrix multiplies.

The same approach is used to scale the feedforward matrix and the integral

gain matrix used in the longitudinal CAS. The two BASIC computer programs,

which do this scaling for the longitudinal CAS and for the hover controller, are

listed in Appendix N along with example data files.

I
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Appendix F.

CH-47 Research Helicopter

The helicopter used for this research is a highly modified version of the Boeing-

Vertol CH-47 "Chinook" used by the U.S Army for cargo and troop transport.

Figure F.1 shows the tandem rotor helicopter, which is operated by the NASA

Ames Research Center. Reference 10 is a more complete description of this partic-

ular helicopter including the many modifications made to the basic CH-47. Below

are listed some of the modifications and improved capabilities:

o Full authority, variable stability, fly-by-wire flight control system in all four axes.

* Programmable analog and digital computers capable of executing the control laws.

* Programmable force-feel system on the experimental pilot's stick.

* Flight instrumentation system capable of recording over 100 variables at 100 times
per second.

* Operator's console for control of the experimental systems.

* Additional sensors: INS, radar altimeter, body-mounted accelerometers, improved
air data sensors, numerous control position sensors, boom-mounted angle of attack
and sideslip vanes, rate gyros

* Digital ground to air uplink capability

Figures F.2 and F.3, from reference 10, show the cabin layout in this experi-
0 mental vehicle and a block diagram of the experimental control system.
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Figure F.1: Boeing-Vertol CH-41' Chinook Helicopter. The large tandem
rotor helicopter is used operationally by the U.S. Army for cargo and troop transport.
Maximum gross weight is 38000 pounds with typical operating wieght of 30000 pounds.
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Figure F.2: Cabin Layout. The research helicopter requires a crew of 4; safety pilot,
experimental pilot, research system operator, and crew chief.
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Appendix G.

CH-47 Linear Models

The models described in this appendix were calculated using the information

from reference 1I. The geaeral forms for the decoupled 4 "h order models and for

the coupled 8"' order are shown in Figures G.1 and G.2. The linear models for

the flight conditions related to this research are shown in Figures G.3 to G.16.
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Figure G.1: Longitudinal and Lateral 41h Order Model.. The longitudinal
model above was used in the design of the longitudinal CAS (Chapter 3).
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Figure G.2: Coupled 8 1h Order Model. This model was used in the design of the

hover controller, described in Chapter 4.
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tHrS IS DATA FOR ZDOT= 0 FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSFEED=
6(") :NOTS
X Y Z L M N

U -0. 02646 -0. ":)017 -0.6621 -. '')(''24 -:.'4,4249 19. ' "9
V 0. ()00 14 -0. (')74('4 0. 00487 -0. )'548 -0. '1,0'6 -0. (,009
w 0. ,')74 '. :- 0 -C-. 55118 (.- 166 (0. ( 1764 -').
08 C). 12686 .51650 ('. 4b7,4 0. 0076 C'. 29112 ).')281 1
CC 0. 42640 C). (-,4854 -9.725989 -1'.C'0864 . 5286 .)10552
D'S C. i'.'.'0 -, 1 . 1 199 -0. 4j)t0t44 C . 4(4j554 ''. . - C. 0')Ce87
DR ' . (.)9)4 4 -'. ,)5298 '. '9" : "8 -'). 17452 -. OC' 1 C-. 1969c?
P - ' 26C: -2. -..591 u. Z1481 -(). 81825 0. )2270 -0. C) 1662
I? 2.7579) '). c 40 -1. 17918 0.01 17 -1.66182 - (').,92
R -1'. 04676 -0. 2219P w. 29525 -0. 016722 ). 002 7 -0.02912

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITUDINAL G-M-TR:A In:
1 2 7. 4 1

-0. (2,(46 0.,1)-764 2. :5790 -2.14647 0. 12688 ,. 42t4,"-. ,6621 -,.55116 99.02031 -1 .85. .467-4 -. 39

-1). ('':42' 4 1. (.1764 -1.66182 C'. C0. -'.29112 . 1'S. 3
4 ' ). ':'.''.,:'o ). '00'1'-0 1. . '00€' 4). c'':'":'oc) 0-. '0(0 0. ':')O ) ':

i-ATERAL F-MArRU[, IS: LATERAL G-MATRIX IS:
1 - -4 1) '1 -'.35(,72,. : )(' " -).16521 -'). '(56. 1''. 4218 -'. 05, 75

I .,.) 0 . '.0 ',). ( -,n., 774 .c)c .H CCC . ,:¢ '

'9221 '. _,:o': - .,457 :) -o.':,o: - 0. ''412 -, "
4 -.. >- 22. 14647 %-1'90. 42200 -C. (74(,, 1. 11989 -,).

'HE 3TH ,]FDER F-MATFIK IS:
1 -4 5 C 4 b9

1 ,. *2,K4 ',.,'.C'14 ,..,', h4 0..' ,,, ' 2. 5 ' -'. . 75 --_2. 144) 04 ....
- ' . ,7 -, .G )494 ':.:-._' ,' -2.,- c~ '9.,,I.49 ) :-t',. .422C:, ''.' '' '.

,.,m, t , ,,,487 -,.. 51 18 L(.I~S 91., 08 , t 5 -1. 5 ,7 . ,,
4 '. ..*"< '.;" (',':

) 
*.1.. 57 -''.5' ;' -.. (,<'Th - . 165:1 u . .. '') )

'.".2 .. .. .774

''F 7-H ,F-LEF (3-MATRIX IS:

- 4
S',.42640 4 .' , "'> ,. '." 4

. i , : 4354 1. - , 9

4 '_ ' .. .: t. <,4 ..9 - ,.,: t ,

2226 ,: 0 , :,') .., v'1.1:

4- . 1 t."

Figure G.3: Linear Model for Airspeed of 60 knots, Climb Rate 0 ft/min.
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Figure G.5: Linear Mlodel for Airspeed of 80 knots, Climb Rate 0 ft/min.
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F;)ItreAajA VNf'Ite'4 R611 Rate

-0

0 to 1.0 0 40 C O 66 S

j-fI

importance of the filters is evident here where -data- is shown before and after the filter.
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2 nd Order Bessel Filter

P2261

3 d Order Bessel Filter

PP3-7

4 Ih Order Bessel Filter

IDA4-4

Figure H.1: Bessel Filter Analog Flow Diagrams. These filters were pro-
grrammed on the airborne TR-48 analog computer.
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shown in Figure H.2 where the unfiltered and filtered measurements are compared.

By the end of flight test, all these filters were replaced by hardwired 3"' order Bessel

filters located in a signal conditioning box.
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Appendix H.

Bessel Filters

The Bessel filters described here were designed to eliminate the "3 per rev"

and "6 per rev" harmonics at 11 Hz and 22 Hz due to the 225 rpm rotor. The

break frequency was chosen at 5 Hz as a compromise between noise attenuation

and measurement bandwidth. The actual filter designs came from reference 15.

Nine filters were patched on the airborne TR-48 analog computer:
I)

4 "h order- Body axis accelerations (As, Ay, A )

3 1d order- Roll rate (p)

2 nd order- Pitch rate (q), Yaw rate (r), Velocity (u), Altitude (h)

The transfer functions for these filters are shown below:

974603

s 4 + 983 + 4323sz + 96906s + 974603

29220
33 + 76s2 + 2374a + 29220 (H.1)

987
s2 + 54s + 987

Figure H.A shows the analog patch diagrams for these filters. Their effectiveness is

161
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"'IS IS DATA FOR ZDOT= -500 FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSPEED=

20 KNOTS
X Y Z L M N

U -0. 00641 0. OOC7 -0. 1116 -0.00012 0.00468 0.00050

V 0. 00053 -0.11666 0. 0020 -0). 00619 -0. 00088 0. 00135
w 0. 07589 0. 00354 -0. 37819 0. 00067 0. 00836 0. 0'028
DB 0. 11:23 0.01)3487 C. 15524 -0.)1678 0).34191 0. C4829
DC 0.70594 0.6 762 -8.31674 -0. 01528 C.0,3169 0. 00386
DS -. 00007 1. 15112 0.o'.0073 0.41279 0. O(C000 0.01026
DR -0. 00005 -C'. 03522 -o . 0002 -0. 13336 -0. 00015 0. 2':'26C

P -0. C0190 -1 . 40" 184 -0. 09404 -C0. 66455 -0. 05462 -0. 01072
O 2.52291 -0. 02457 Q1.38001 0. 07991 -1.31713 -0. 16680
R -0. (.2995 -0). 15189 -0. 44359 -0. 04845 -).00624 -0.(04239

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITUDINAL G-MATRIX IS:
1 2 I 4 1 2

1 -0. 00641 ,0. C')3589 1). 65624 -32. '55('5 0. 11223 0. 70594
2 -0. 11616 -0. 37819 33. 76001 -3. 05181 0.15524 -8.31674
- 0. 00t468 C'. y.'83a -1. 31713 C. C0C0 '.34191 *.t I 9
4 .. t: 1 . ':'. ':':ooo 0 . ')0 )0C( Qlm .,, , 11

LATERAL F-MATRIX IS: LATERAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 - 4 1 2

1 -0.68970 0. JIN:) -0. 06718 0. )(584 C. 42966 -0.05528
2 . Kh 'l) K U W ,. (' ( 0 . U '9 5 2 1 C. :') ". ( +) o. 0 :)():

-,1.0 1 89 0. ", l n -0. 04757 . o9) '. (4) 4 4'. 1 9674-9.73517 32.05505 -33. 55139 -0. 11666 1.15112 -0. 03522

THE 6TH ORDER F-MATRIX IS:
1 - - 4 6 7 a

-K'. 1641 ':' . 0 3 K. 3389 -,'. ': 1 > 10.85624 -C.).02995 -32. (555
166-0. 16 0.00354 -. 77517 -'.0247 --. 55189 0.,449 . 5

Oil (1. ', L F31 0.:06206 -)..77119 -,'.,:,944'4 77+..790-M> -0. 44359 -. 0 181 ':1.O0.

4 '. _(1)8 -4'. 00584 ,'. o(.)l e) -J. 68 c?97 .) 14..69 -0. C)6718 K.
*..., 46 -,.). ,.,o.,8 t'. 083 -C.(.5462 -1. 71717 -0.001624 O. 0'''
' -51 1 9(:) *. 034 -. , 6789 -,. 16367 -,.04757 0. t(110

6 ,)...., '., , -. , '
10,)l ( +j : " " . ,.,Cl 0 .* 9 7. .. , z ,8 :',2 . ' :14 , ..

'-,W -3TH ']FDER G-MATRIX IS:
I - - 4

.'.11223 0.70594 -'. 000 7 -1).':'':00
S. t 487 C).4t)762 1.15112. -0.07522

124 -8.71674 (.0:73 -. o': 'C

4 *'.X2-0 -0l. 01419 C). 429"'88 -(_5528
5 , . 3 4 L , .1 ': 1 o 9 () . (" () I"," -I. :'': , 1 5

. 4847 . ,,277 '44 : -.C'I' 6 '

Figure G.16: Linear Model for Airspeed of 20 knots, Climb Rate -500
ft/min.
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-4IS 13 DATA FOR ZDOT= 500 FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSPEED=

20 KNOTS

X Y Z L M N

U 0. 00129 0.00122 -0. 16248 ). 00027 0 . 00965 O. coo:

V -0. 00143 -0. 10831 0.01176 -0. 00563 C. 00097 0. 001 1 

w o. 03219 o. 0341 -0. 31546 0. 00096 o . 0 1226 0,. 00')01 Io

0B 0. 10490 0. 014843 0. 16602 -0. 00798 0. :2750 0. 0:3966

DC 0.69235 C). 05507 -8. 15329 -0. 01434 0.000333 0. C'C24

DS 0. C')13 1. 14249 -0. 00 136 '). 41067 o. 0000 0. 01006

DR ). OcOU -C. 0371 C) . 00012 -0. 13291 C). 00027 '. 201 (2
P 0.o01602 -1 73729 O. 1697 -0. 74894 :.08761 -0. 00977

1602. _ -1 7-7-9.36

a 2.52136 -0. 06817 -). Q9Ch12 0. 04674 -1.74224 -'.13206

R -0. 17655 -0. 19694 1.42:50 -0.06014 .1328 -0. 04086

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITUDINAL G-MATRIX IS:

I 2 4 1 -4

1 0.00I'I129 0.03219 -5.81197 -:2.05065 0.1490 'b.&'
' 5

2 -0. 16248 -0. :1546 33. 30988 -7. 09780 ''. 1e02 -. 15-Z9

- 0.'')0965 C.01226 -1.34224 C. C)C . .- 2750 .

4 o. )<)<) 0. ' :"":' ) I . Q )() o. ' -): C ., , ''.'.'''"'

LATERAL F-MATRIX IS: LATERAL G-MATRIX £S:

1 2 3 4 1 4

:i-0. 77625 ,UU. EU) -1.07861 -i . ,.,527 ,a.42 1

.. 5, 4 -.2.U-:)-65 -- ;'. 5;:;K
4 -,

THE GTH ORDER F-MATRIX IS:
1 4 S

6. 1.-. 9 -,.,0 t4- ,z 19 C, t ,2 --5.811-7 - t.. 7 55 -:Z. S5-,b5 .S

t ;.,,,'U2 -1. Sq8,1 ,,.00741 .5q 6 4 -',.,.'i68 5 t-.5 V7 4 .. '"S -Z 4:;4:

- '. "4,). I L76 -' 1546 0. 7.1 -97 4-.09:8 1.4- , ,

4 *... ) -,4.'.,527 ) )U1- -C.,. 77675 - . ,'54 - .. '
6-.. ,6. -1. 1 39

-4I

rHE 3TH ORDER G-MATRIX IS:
L 2 4

,. 1C049C') 69b"27.-5 O ,,'1 . }n

1. ,484: .05507 1. 14249

. .e02 -9. 15729 -0. 01 - .<,0 8

4 y..'0787 -,. 01.47 1. 42761 -t .1 55"

4I '2 5 '> -" '' "'. 2 "u, rn"L.<("

-7 
1" 6"?)() '

Figure G.15: Linear Model for Airspeed of 20 knots, Climb Rate 500t/min.
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- 'IS IS DATA FOR ZDOT= FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSPEEDS

S20 KNOTS
X Y Z L M N

U -0.00259 0.00095 -0. 14099 0. 0004 0.00679 .00042

V -0. 00046 -0. 11155 0. 00524 -C. 00591 -0. 000C.06 0. 00 132

W 0.03412 0C.) 34 -0. 34885 0. (0077 0.00992 0.00021

08 0. 10849 '. ':4076 0. 16269 -0.01247 0. 33528 0.1:4371

DC 0. 69883 0. C'6166 -8.21477 -0. 1453 0. 02107 . 003,44

DS Q. o0004 1 14599 -0. (1040 o. 41153 O. 0000 0 )* Ic 14

DR 0. I0002 -: • 03632 0. 00012 -0 * 1309 0). 00)09 0. 20170
P o. 0784 -1.57519 o. 18709 -0. 70862 0. 03618 -C). 00921

O 2.51853 -0.04279 0. 21293 0.06396 -1.31598 -0. 14872

R -o. 09582 -0. 17614 0.39539 -0.05466 -0.'00)294 -(0. 04145

• LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITUDINAL G-MATRIX IS:
z 71 4 1 :2

1 -0.00259 0.03412 2.51853 -32.05281 o. 10849 0.69883
2 -0. 14099 -0.34885 33.61293 -3.07534 0.16269 -8.21477

o. '30 79 o. 00992 -1. :1598 0. C'. 33528 0. 02 107

4 :o,:' ,. ':u00 . 00000 XW*u 00 0. 00000 0. 00000

LATERAL F-MATRIX IS: LATERAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 41 2

S -0. 73454 0. o -0. 0732: -0. 00556 0. 42853 -0. o5577

1 :,Oc'':' : . 0 0 ':'. 09595 0 . )o:000 :. 00( 0':0 0. :000

:6563 -0.0 o':c' -0.047)9 :..'0:89 0.'()43 17 0. 19743

-1.57519 32.05281 -33.57614 -0. 11155 1.14599 -0.03-632

.HE 8TH ORDER F-MATRIX IS:
Z 2 - 4 6 7 8

, 1 -- ',259 -. 00046 0.C'412 0. 0 794 2.51 -0.09582 -.. C5281 .

. 95 -,1. 11155 0.0 0:4 -1.57519 --. '4 7 -33.57614 0.02265 2.05194

-'). 14,99 ,).,:o',5Z4 -:'. :4885 o. 1970 73• U 9 7 0. 79539 - o • 7534

4 .' 0 '21 -n'.,'0556 c. (")88 -_,. 7--454 '. '55 - Q. 9* p),. U00 .

, .'., , '79 -0.1)'1 'I. 00992 0. 07618 -1. 31598 -'. (294 ,: . yN') I.'..,,

-4. ... 4 .)U.,-o 8 C. :2 8 -' . ,658 .- -) 14,32 P 1,+4 7-', ,,., ".) '". , ')

7 c . ., . , ,., ,:. .:0 . . .. €) 0 . 0 / .. .. , ? ,,- 7 <, ,, -76 , . .. .. , .it' : .

THE 3TH ORDER G-MATRIX IS:
1 2 3 4

t I L 3,41' ").69883 1', ":W)(,,)4 , ,,.,

2 1.',4,.,76 0.06166 1.14599 -,.,.,',1-6

_, 'I. 162b9 -8.21477 -Q.00640 't 2
4 *'.'"499 -'.01359 0.42853 -,..'55-7

5 *. >7529 (0)27 ."oo' , ..
'. '449 ' ."2 -- o. '143 7 -'.0115

Figure G.14: Linear Model for Airspeed of 20 knots, Climb Rate 0 ft/min.
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THIS IS DATA FOR ZDOT= -500 FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSPEED=

KNOTS

X Y Z L M N

U -o). 02325 -0.00038 0.02826 -o. 00037 . 00623 :'. 00050

V -0) 0('97 -0.14525 0.00c 155 -( :)o0635 0. ":00 8 -Q. 0(:070

w 0. 0589 0. 00301 -0. 32741 0. 00047 0. 00205 0. 0026

DB :. 11851 ().0:)1249 c). o2901 -).02656 0. 67695 0. 05075

DC 0.94701 ,:,.06887 -8. 15578 -0. (:) 1448 0•2009 0(.)099

DS -0. 00015 1. 1b274 0. 00.125 0.41643 :. 000(') 0. ('0924

DR -: ". C300-08 -o. (:,8 -o.0U':,'9  -0. 10592:9 -oQ. 00:026 0. 20448
t)-524- -1.72917 -('. 17822 -3). 65429 (3. (0('ice (3). . 0184

O 2.59202 (. (144 0.46157 (). 10871 -1. 24188 -0. 17600

R -0. 12(140 -0. 14595 (.: 1169 -(3. (4691 -0. :"288 -0. 04265

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITUDINAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 7 4 1 2

-,)02:25 7.3589 10. 92555 -71. 99569 ". I31 0. 947()l

2 0. 02626 -0. 52741 ). 46157 -7. 70723 0. 02908 -8. 17576

7 3. 3.33+623 33. -:":2,133 -1. 2418 .3(33:30 o:.: 55695 (:)_(',)9

4 ). 0cl.
3  

3. I --.000 i. 003'). 00000 3 :3.):'' )(" 37

LATERAL F-MATRIX IS: LATERAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 5 4 1 Z

1 674(:)2 '). -3 ' ) 3: . 0 569 -0:. 0068; :.45522 -,-,. ,:3b:4?

*. -,-). :5s' 2 : :" . o '" . -,.3). : 47$9 -'. "'125 3.. C4264 ,.. i Q82

6 -9.ob25O) 1.98588 -0. 14595 -,. 14525 1.16274 -0.,5288

rHE 3TH ORDER F-MATRIX IS:
I .. 4

t -. 3(2725 -,. .,)097 i.). 0s5s9 0. .5242 i. 25 - -0. 1:"40 -51. 98586 .

--. ''8-9 4525 I..')0 -1. - 9. yI -4 ~K.14545 :5.it :.;4

". 2? ,. 0_5 -('.52-..741 -. 17322 0. 461' 0. i1!59 -5.707:- )." '''

4 - . '''' iS - 33. 66 i='. 333)3.35 -'' . ) / 4 '2 . '.'4 ''t ...'. 2; t9 '.
'': '.' 3 : :',A':S6 I3).00 '33. ,..,:t'. -1.24138 -,.23)298

7 . ''''3) -)., 3333 '.3 0'''71 - .. .33''-.'. 17- '87 2.

3 '.. ',( '' ). ,-"'3333 ' 3.33).)3"') 1. ''':"3 '. .. . , . 7 '.. t 35 ':' . ... ",33'3-33 >3..'" "-

'HE 37H FDER G-MATRIX IS:
4

. kt371 0.94701 - .:3:33:15 - .:'':':
.1.,t249 ').06687 1.16274 -'.3.,5SSS
.,29-,8 -9. 15578 3). ')125 -' ' 33.3 ,

4 . ('j6u -0.01454 0'.45522 -i. )6:42
5 3. -7 -,)s . 3.23:-):9 C'. ,',,;)00(-) -,:'. ,:3':,3;,26

'.,5:,524 -'9. A0 3
14 '. (4264 - J11 6

7 r. 3' ),, '' . >:0 '.'. 3'333 '*3 ' < "33 133' " ""

Figure 0.13: Linear Model for Airspeed of 0 knots, Climb Rate -500
ft/min.
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-1S IS DATA FOR ZDOT 5o0 FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSPEED-
0 KNOTS

X Y Z L M N

U -0. 0 1857 -0. 00001 0. 02097 -0. 00014 0.0 01356 (o. (002

V -0.00127 -0. 13179 0. (:)0975 -0.00583 0.00027 -0.00055

W 0. 02894 C. )0244 -0. :5982 0. 00052 c0. 00:285 0). ' 01

DB O.10910 (J. ()1113 0. 03146 -0.02213 o.:1958 0.04294

DC '. 9371 ) 0. (')5696 -8.05096 -0. 01419 o.01764 :. 00052

DS 0. 00012 1. 15717 -0. 00110 0.41509 0. (0000 0. (0906

DR 0. '0007 -0. Q550 C.). 00005 -0. 13905 0. ('0021 '. 20349 U
P -0. ('2869 -1 .64496 C. 35800 -0. 737,128 0.01003 -0. ('0148

0 2. 57072 '. (.('500 C' * 4' 0 10 0. 09244 -1 . 24855 -'). 14708

R -0.('68620 -0. 18117 0'). 47277 -0. C5704 '.C 10 44 -0. C'4078

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS; LONGITUDINAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 4 1

1 -0. ")1857 0.02694 -5.76261 -31.98550 0.10910 0.97710

- <"'. .)2097 -C'). Z5982 '. 40' 10 -3. 71050 -. ('3148 -8• 0596

S '._01356 :. '0265 -1. 24e55 :. <':O0.:' (). 31958 '. 'I754
4 '. . +''-'C') + . '):)( ):.) 1. :'oooc' 0C . ()''00) u.. 00000c '" •* <

"

LATERAL F-MATRIX IS: LATERAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 4 1 2

-:.75477 '0 . ':'':'":' -'8. :79:6 -0. ,!()624 0. 43176 -0,. 0'791
2 1 . ':0:":0 O. oc":'':'o C-. Z i S' 1 ',. fl)CW i U '. (" 0C'00CL' ' . )

- -0. 5956 : .'9':,0 -',. ,4s59 -:. ,) ",- "'. 0" ::4 27. 148

b.b8787 31. 98550) -0. 18117 -U. 13179 1.15717 -0. 055'1:'

rHE 8TH ORDER F-MATRIX IS:

1 2 4 5 6 7 1

1 -:. 1957 -'1.0,127 .:,2e94 -':. '269 -5.762 -l -0.,8620 -:1. 9855) ' ''"'
17 -. 1)() - .1 7c? .tn,244 6 .68S 7 02). 00"5,.,. 

)  -(.)."18117 ..0 27 77 -i71.:P464

-. ,., ,2, 7 :'. :0975 -0. 25982 e:,. :56': ' 4C' ':'. 4-277 -.. 71050 ,' ,

4 -'. ':''':'s -11. (1624 !.0:'1 -'1. '5477 0. 13562 -:.. 75.' :'. : ':t'::'C '
5 -) 3l"5 }.,,"{2 ',,")Z85 1.UI ~) - !. 4855 0.0 1,:144 :W, ' " -.L

' 
('+

. "j , L 7-'. L 44*7-
7 1. 7' 5'c ',66,. . , 'tU ,.',. :''.' r:. -?99 9.:'':73 .

HE -TH IFDER G-MATRIX IS:
4P

P:. )91 ) :,. 9 77 10 r 1.,,O t2 :. C. ,)7

,,. I, I : (1.0,5696 1. 1571
+'  

-6:. ,5'b

71. 3146 -8. 05096 -'. " I I '.'

4 -:,.,)'.57c. -,.1442 '.4_17. -''''
-J '7. W -56 , .1,,l754 ,,Ii )L% ,,," ,',',''

Figure G.12: Linear Model for Airspeed of' 0 knots, Climb Rate 500

ft/mn.
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THIS IS DATA FOR ZDOT- 0 FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSPEED-

0 KNOTS

X Y Z L M N

U -0.02114 -0.00019 0.C2484 -0. 1o: C. uo925 0. '0040

V -0. 00085 -0.13712 0. 00774 -C). ,)I')606 00o 017 -0. (0062

w C. 03259 0. 00265 -0. 29557 0. 00048 C.). 00234 ). 00022

08 0.11408 0.01175 0. 0310 -0.02411 Q. 32921 0.04655

DC 0.93667 0. 06753 -6. ,)6 18 -0.0 1403 0. 01905 0.00072

DS 0. 00002' 1. 15902 -. 01. 0. 41552 (. )o0000 0.00914

DR -0. 00 '' 1 -0. 05395 1. :'01 -,'. 1 3896 0. 00000 ". 20382

P 0. 0205 1. 49383, .4190 -U. 69495 0. 04267 0.00080

O 2.56521 (1. 00414 0.47507' 0. 1, 120 -1.22925 -0. 16052

R -. 10552 -,1. 16450 o. -:222 -0. 05220 -0. 00433 -0. 04172

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITUDINAL G-MATRIX IS:
1 -' 4 1

1 -0.02114 K. ,)'.C- 2.56521 -31.96577 o.11408 0.93867

0.02484 -0.29557 3. 435)7 -T. 70815 ). 30310 -6. 06188
' I. ''9Q 5 .,0274 -1. 22925 'c,:.u 0. :2921 (.1. -1905

4 0. u ..' . ,....}u . o.'.''.) .. *:' 'O .• oo+0 0. (,-_0

LA"ERAL F-MAMRIK Is: LATERAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 - 4 1 -
71 d ' t 6 '" .0. <''052 0. 41224 -C'. 06056

1.. K-'.'' 'U - . *0,'3' ' , : . 1593 .,. '''O cS .0 0 0 " <c.'

, '.' '', - ,<4718 ' j.'.'4246 '. 19915
-1.4Q-8: 71.46577 -. 1b450 17 1-712 1. 15902 -0.0.15395

THE 8TH ORDER F-M4TRIX IS:
1 -. 4 5 6 7 2

1 -''.2114 -c'. 3 .1."5 ,30.629:,51 "2.5e5_1 --55 .1'1552 -31.98577
-,. ,,

"  
- .1-712 0.t.,:765 -I.4q787 ' .,',"44 -,. 16450 ) 02922 .1.9?8479

7 3..2484 .. '1_74 -'..2Q557 CI. ",414' 4 . .. 6222 -3. 70615 0.

4 -'-b.'"'1 -'.1''052 "' .'563 - 78. 0.,.-817 -. 71J77 C C
I • " " " . _I ._.... -)1. *, ,',.Z - 24 7 73 1) ,,- W I,-IC I,. ,+. ,,

,,. ,*- r ,. : 1. 7 ..: 4 - ,'., 4- 7 1 925 - 4..... . .....

,,., 9. } -'". 1 l2 ,. ,,,,7 -,'.'.,% 44 ,,. 15758 - 0.1 4716 El, ' ,, ' ,,1''

THE 6TH ORDER '0-MATRIX IS:
46 . (6:7 . 15 -:

4 -. , t -5 . 141 '. 47:24 -6.06(256
0 , V'" .O- . t6188 -0K' ",,, .,,0

0 .-" "- I t 19,9 5(5
t) ,46'.9 -. 46 ,,, 7 -,. :4246 - 1. 1105

Figure 0. 11: Linear Model for Airspeed of 0 knots, Climb Rate 0 ft/mi.
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'IS IS DATA FOR ZDOT= -500 FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSFEED=

-20 KNOTS
x Y Z L M N

U -0. 04431 -0.00170 o. 18208e -0. 0(058 0. 00498 O. 002)

V -0. (0184 -0. 14266 -). 00 104 -0. u6Z1 0. 00121 -0.('027 1

W 0. 04284 0. 0027Z -Q. :40 17 ). '1.)'49 -0 . :0447 0. 0:125

DB 0. 13510 -u. (1042 -0. :9822 -0.()7 0.24:40 0. 04849

DC ..2:694 ). 06576 -8. 22802 -0.01187 0. 01087 - 1.00194

DS -0. 00025 1. 16691 0. 00182 0.41832 o. 00000 0. 00791

DR -0. 001:11 -0. 07451 -C.). 00001 - 14503 - . '0077 0.20-502
P ..07629 -1.41q72 -0.251843 -0. 68419 0.06421 :.1741

a 2.54761 0. (12677 0.57144 :'. 1586 -1.71840 -1'.16557

R -0.2.1772 -(. 15751 1. 17901 -.. 5":2) -. 1:07-5 -. 04199

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITJDINAL G-MATRIX I7:

I 2-' 4 2

I -0. )4421 - :.,4284 I. 880o94 -71.90117 0. 1:51) 1.22694

0. 182:18 -:.24017 -- 2.82856 -4. 27670 -:. 098:2 -S.2:8:2

C1. 00}498 -). ,.)1447 -1. 31840 0. 011 .l . -44 40 .'., 1)E17

LATERAL F-MATRIX IS: LATERAL 8-MATRIX IS:

1 44 ~) -9 .~: II. II 1111.11 -C(. 016385 C-011:761 4' 4 46 -. ' ~2
.- "4049 •1?{{' -0,.04J,7-9 060 -,0{ '41.7'}

}

-q. 7S5705 5 L .ci0j t 7 -77.L,4.-49 -,.14260 .l o . 7 5l

7TE 8TH ORDER F-MATRX IS:
'.3 4 6

1 - (. .4471 -':., 1,, 4 0.:4284 '..'.:7, 1L.381 '-;- --7,.:1772 - 1 . 0 17 ,

2 -,:,. h17' - . 14266 C.1 ,272 ' 5T05 -. , 7 4: '?_467 71.

1i2:8 -l0.l1()o104 _0. 74C17 -l.'.1i84, -T2.8:8Z5 I. 179"l -4.. 67 .

'.,. ' 498 1.001 -1 -1.01i j447 ll.34.142l -7. 584K' -1.1-1175

THE &:-H 1jP]1ER G-MATRIX IS:

I, - 4

1 0. 1:51() 1.22694 -0.,11:25 -I. .*'12

- -, . ) t(42 .116576 1I i. 1 -1,.17451

4 -,,. t1472 -,1.'1:1:1 (.:.14,,K -,..'6b22

5 :. T4_24' .'. '1,.87 ,, .1>2, 'I -0. Il0
• : , ,.,4 4 -o. , 7 4 ,-4,7 ,, u I. "

Figure G.10: Linear Model for Airspeed of -20 knots, Climb Rate -500
ft/min. I
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-AIS IS DATA FOR ZDOT= 500 FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSPEED-

-20 KNOTS

X Y Z L M N

* U -0. 04422 -0.00151 0.21206 -0. 00063 C.01045 0.0000l

V -0.00058 -0. 12523 0.00570 -0.00574 -0. 00033 -0. 00242

w 0.037:83 '. 0,221 -0. 27064 0.00530 -0. 00731 . 0030

DB 0.1:940 -0. 02766 -0. 103 1 -. 03274 0. 32931 0.03949

DC 1. 204"37 0. 05345 -8. 06621 -0.01071 0. 03615 -0. 00256

DS 0.00007 1. 15921 -C'. 00050 0. 41645 0.00001 0.00772

DR ':• 00003 -0. ,u.7663 -0. 00001 -0. 1447! 0.00009 0. 20766

P -0. 05257 -1. 769746 C'. 30099 -0. 76640 -0. 05053 0. 00403

0 2.46181 0.08166 0.93621 0. 120 11 -1.33744 -0. 12984

R C". 00776 -0. 18787 -0. 45957 -0. 06008 C. 00643 -0. 0.976

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITUDINAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 3 4 1 2

1 -0. (4422 ().07283 -5.87152 -71.90770 0. 12940 1.20437

2 0. 21:0)6 -0. 27064 -32.4t_379 -4. 32879 -0. 10331 -8. 06621

01)45 -':.,:07:1 -1. 3:744 0. (00) 0.32931 0. 67615
4 ' . ':)000 : . :'':0:o .• :'oo 0. 00oo . 0 0o00 :' . "

LATERAL F-MATRIX IS: LATERAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 2 3 4 1

-.78875 0. ('.C - . : 0 - )(. :691) 0.4-262 -:'. 06659

I c 2 1 . '''9'''' :' K '. ')' K'. I 5 7 ). () ' 0()o o ) 0"I( (':)

3 -0. 05t77 "). .'m''. -0. ,:14578 -0'1. "():295 C). .4 107 . 19857

o.5c387 31. 90770 3.211 - 12523 1.15921 -

THE 8TH ORDER F-MATRIX IS:
1 3 4 6 7 8

-'). t4422 -C'.. .058 . o3283 -0'. 05257 -5.87152 C). 00776 -31. 9077C ) ').
-1-.00 5 -C) 12 2 ) -2 1 56-37 ,.)81 : 7 2 .21217. ".:2 ") 1 9 6

C 2126 0.(10570 -:.270-)64 70. (099 -32.4637 -,). 45957 -4. 32879 .'.....

4, -,. ',6 2 -. ). 0)9- '('). : )559 -,. 7875 (:i. .7115 -C.). o781': "). 1C::
" 

.

1 4 5 -0'3 -1. 3744 (.' :':643 :).o':'': '

* 1 ''<'95 1). (1007. -(.,5677 -'. 12436 -0. (4578 .

-HE 37H Cr-DER G-MATRIX IS:

2 - 4
1 1 94' 1. ()4;7 C'. 0':'O.'7

66 '(.05-45 1.15921 -('.07667
8 - J-71 -e. :6621 -:'. ':',uso -u . ''''UK'I

4 ' 17 - 7 . 12C:8 .4322 -.'.')6659

5 ' .1 :' 3 15 .1• ''-: . )

5 --. 81: -'. -49 '1.)4 1 7 -'.01151

Figure 0.9: Linear Model for Airspeed of -20 knots, Climb Rate 500
* ft/min.
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'HIS IS DATA FOR ZOOT o FT/MIN AND XDOT OR AIRSPEEDS 
g

-20 KNOTSX V Z U N

U -t. 04449 -0.00149 0. 19E17 -0. 00059 0.('0727 0.( 0023

V -0. 01075 -0. 13255 0.001o0 -0. 00601 0.00054 -0.3254

w 0. 03811 0. 00238 -0. 30713 ). 00050 -0. )0562 0. 00026

08 0. 1 -:262 -0.01824 -'). ±0291 -0.07269 0.=77689 0.04375

DC 1.2117) (. ('5992 -8. 12808 -0.0111 0.0201 -0.0021

DS -0.00007 1. 12? a.00051 C.41715 0. 00000 0.00762

DR -0. 000b -0. 07540 0. )00.)014 -C). 14475 -0. 0012 C).-:0419

P o.45290 -1. 6()55 -. 19944 -0. 72706 0. )5659 00866

0 2.51458 0.015194 0,09186 ,. 1:163 -1.31503 -0.14697

R -U. 124:7 -0. 17280 0.47219 -0. 05530 -0.01058 -0.04089

LONGITUDINAL F-MATRIX IS: LONGITUDINAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 3 4 1 a

I -0.',J4449 .811 2.51458 -31.90471 0. 13262 1.21170

u.19817 -0.30703 -- 2.70814 -4.35079 -). 10291 -8. 1608

(t:)"727 -0. 04562 -1.71503 C. 04)0)))) 0.3369 ). :2:13

4 Q. .:W00 Q). 4)0') ) 1. "0000 0. 4)C) 00 .4:4)00 .. Q) ()0

LATERAL F-MATRIX IS: 
LATERAL G-MATRIX IS:

1 z 4 1 2

Di) 1 -'-. 746)- 6'7. '''0 -0.07:63 -o. 00727 C. 47738 -'. ,,6678

2 1. C)04) 4" 0. ":C)-100 ). 176:7 c). 0)0)o00 () Q004)0

: -,4.,24887 K. 4)":4 0 -0.')4656 - 0: .o.l') '.04123 0. 19907
7 " 4 8 - . . -0i-b5 l L 2 1 7 - 0 . C7 5 4 ()

-1.60055 71.90471 Z.2=720.1 5 1"" "

THE 8TH ORDER F-MATRIX IS:
7 4 67 B

4 1 -(.'4449 -0. 0"0075 c.07811 c.'529') 2.75148 -7. 12437 -71.9'4"
2 -4'.yK,14

9 
-''. 17255 ):.433278 -I.6'1)255 v.(514 7-.22720 (.,-181 71.y

-
8
°

7 ,. -817 (.,)010) -C'. 70707 -- j. 19944 -72. 70814 },47;19 -4...'507 .

S4 -- 1 ,, ''5Z -, '72--: ,'..062 -. 46C' ' 5597 -'--75 - -,.,''4,4.

n5 ". n '' ' -' -h -54 '' '" 5 2 ('.'.5 58 -i. 15K" - .. ''1'.56 '' .,'''-'-,' :,.'.'

5 05 -.. 0562
*0 '. , 19 -'' ',410 '., Jj -,,. >4B87 1'' 4j93 -,. 45.5o ':,.'''

7 

".''I1"77 1 
e ; H IliI I~ 

I

. J

THE TH OR DER G-MATRIX 13;

- , 4 .05992 . 1217  
'4. . 40

t-. 91 -8. 12'8448 ('.'c 51 4 .,').114

- '.' '1-5 -, '''1 ,1.47778 -C. 066B

8 ,. 6e9 -,. 14 C -, (. C12

Figure G.8: Linear Model for Airspeed of -20 knots, Climb Rate 0 ft/min.
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Appendix I.

Flight Software

This appendix lists the flight computer software unique to this project. It is

written in Sperry 1819A assembly code and internally documented. Three different

sets of the code are shown. The initialization code was executed whenever the

experimental control system was disengaged. It did such things as:

A reset the compensator states to zero

* set the trim values of controls and states to the current values of these

variables in preparation for system engage

The experimental controller subroutines computed the control laws, described in

Chapters 3 and 4, and were executed at 20 Hz. Both the longitudinal CAS and

hover controller are shown. The last item shown in this appendix are the in-

structions which reserve memory for the variables and contants unique to the

subroutines.
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Appendixl 166

Initialization Code.

a or

IC IC. -f - xb

LP*
Zag3CU 39'

W4 d4 WiS. W W, i .9 0 0 PO9 .9 0 P
* ~ ~ I U %2 4 . . .21-mpa 00-000 C

-9 O4ha a ".- W I'll 4 0 .3 a4 b

I W I- I. " . .E.30 4 3.L

93 ~ ~ 4 44d W W4496 a,~~ ~ .- , " 0 .
O* ;

42 64I 0-E

O* LW9 . E E

@1 b9

-o W

-. AL O. -&& 4L . ,~w. a~.

m W.;,iaf

"Z IR- t 461 i

I -L
A.~ 06' 1- 6- *- @- - p

ai tw - at a 4 Rm "m 4 V

00



Appendixl 167

A Initialization Code. (contd)

wl I-

IL IL 2mc '4i i ' ,
aaa a - - a : a.

ac Ia e a-. b - .- a
bie!hi hi m m 4

adO I R' U IL

AL o ~ f D ja I d2 a d
Ra noa- i a

Qm ID o~ o- Tx; ou -D Gi ft fa

Lo~ a-- ~
at-- a~ a a

fl. jiQm u&W . 1& Q. ML %1 a ma - It -m a w m t bK a m a _

I.

IcI'

Q 4m "oW a a Jj -

2.2, IJ L K a f U

0 L. .z W~ .. .. L -a a 1 .. : -MIj

N- s-Ra- ma~ d~ M o a aig a WI 426 v

IE IL I L .1 LI L I.LA 1,1 7 "I Q ,L z "
4D aIstoa a a pa a ~pt* do ab~ o m M :W 8--a-1 0d -a MW Wx. A m W

r .II

a" Io I- 'Il ao l ! 2 Ro

cc f "t- f. - 4 0 4In 4 :ft ~ *
I" * 4 q f% - in g.e a

0! :9: 0 ft 0W 4w I'" 0r I -v4 f 0 4 0
P. .J .- a-o o9 w - jo ' Z a-' -a o M

~.3 7~~ a- 41 a-.a ow. 0 ow 0x t ~ p q e

he o o, o ob 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N* o 00p a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0

41 41 o' 41 4
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Appendixl 6

Initiallhation Code. (contd)

ILI

I 04

C o...
O4 b4 PC 

-9 
low0~

V. t4 P

-i . 4a 
L. it%

IL . 8.l
04 Z"4o 3.

0. 
M IL

10 
W. C g

,* * S ~ ... 1 - - ~ ..

G- 
: i - L

IL D L3 9. t 3 h.. 00 0 .IL 
W

- z '-' -- K J ii 
6~ f% 0 

0"6 k

2.6 .3 : ", 1. 4

6 IQL'AO

7 I 10

f". #4 V3 4v i4 I 0W- .

:I IW '' 0

-, 0C~ 0 00 p. 0

o I-

0 oo0 t 0 io on i

4 0 . . .



Appendixl 169

Longitudinal CAS Subroutine.

p.p

0 6

a E

U to up- IM

wm $ Q - 0 e a a

1 ,. . ,,a 0 ia low. liI-L 0 a _; I.M06 X.3z 5.3

itt 0 Z

LA am:

.,e.. m " o aI. 6.. '8 at. . 4

a. man

ipz-.- hJc. a,. a. .. 4B vp.vkz. S S . .4E. W..: - .4I i .. . o ,, .ck

* 4 . hd dr. .Ar..l m m um . a a4.. 
, 

I-.6s

"I Z- 60- v
A &&£ a. a Ga

C I I-

3 .... 
, K .

wj a a I
OR~ Iu x~5 I- a . 2I.94 * 3 a

090a:

. . C o ap I. ,0 0 0 0

bi & & I B - n f0~ =4 a; - to IL X I. a a1

o 10 00 0 0 0 0 * 
.

z 0 a 0 0 0 02 0 0 0O

0~~~~~ W a 0. di am a m s *3 -3

0 , w , 0 a a a % 0

. S 6- a al .

IL~~~~. a a.- aaS 4 r

41



Appendixl 170

Longitudinal CAS Subroutine. (coutd)

go I. 
0. w L)

Z I. M . 2a 9b

013~

4" 9 L~. WI L '- .7 p
m~9 Cm-

tt zsow i
Ole C I

*3 1- .- -A. F-
a, ' -- 0* a, 92

aa LO 0r Z -

Eq~~1 IL *I2m z 3,3 5a ~ -
IM MI - IM Z I- 'A

I..~~ ~ ~~ I, L h ) * 4.

a z a ma w

$- II Lh It

2.1 OM 0. p:.J z ~ * ~ - -~
- 2 a zm ai

-a IP4 'CA 41 -. C N M 0 0 =Z

0C1 fto -1.' - m- .
s aw C Um g C as

a Ii

O.-. W.0 W44
~~~~~~~~~~~~q - 5 UUI .*w-i~..q.hai

0 S. aS -0 r 0

-4-:D .
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d Longitudinal CAS Subroutine. (contd)
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Longitudinal CAS Subroutine. (coutd)
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Longitudinal CAS Subroutine. (contd)
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Longitudinal CAS Subroutine. (contd)
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Longitudinal CAS Subroutine. (contd)
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Longitudinal CAS Subroutine. (contd)
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Longitudinal CAS Subroutine. (coutd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine.
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C, Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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('II Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Example Data File for Using the ROPTSYS Computer Program.

ATA FIR OPTSYS FOR "HE CT-APTER 2 NAVION EXAMPLE
. NQ..IR.1C ISS.IM.ITFI.DM. ITF3.IFDFW.IE.IDSTB.IDBGc.ISET.ILNGLSCLE.IMIN

,0,D 0.0.0 0 3.0,0.0 2.0,1, 1,1
" NC NM NPD NO.NMOD.REO

.1 2 , 2 -20 0

7 'ATR!X(NS)
1 ) 1 0 01 01

TO MATRIX (Nc)

73 ATR X (NPD)
I ,0 1 ':

,ATR I X (NM)

I 7 0, 01
:-P %7R I X (NO)
10 1 0
F MATRIX(NS X NS)
C45 036 0, -32 2
37.-2 02.176 0.0

00191,- 0396.-2 98.0
0.0.1 0,0
HO MATrIX(NO X NS)
1 0,0 0.0
0 1 0,0.176 0
RL M.ATRIX(NO X NC)
),0

0.0
AX AM) MATRIX (NO)
iI

0ATR I X (NS X NC)ci 010 0
28 20

-11 3 0
0.0
B MATRIX(NC)
1.1

HM' MATRIX(NM X NS)
1 0.0 0'0
0 -I 0.0.176 0
0,0 0.1 0
PN MATRIX(NM X NPD)
.0.0

0.0

0AMf A MA RrX(NS X NPD)
045 - 036
17 2 02
'10191, 0396

00

24 6 9 98
R MATI I X (NM)

318 318. 'MY739

IS
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ROPTSYS User'is Manual. (contd)

TO FM S A04 C S
F FILI B Sy317 4SIS LfS

USTAB P prNT DIOOAL FLEMWr *mLy
IAX ApqI A Q APE OfACXWAL IR 4'ILL ;51EC- f53
WO~. IS A v!C1'Wlj

I FLAST CARD rX t fIS - 13TF cnwTIMMI To) R4!T CA..

"iWI!LISTIpc
'F" USER CANd SET UP OP"I LM r YNMICS PARUTS

NE!R OPTIM4AL C0WMOLLER/OF1IMAL F"s7IMA1M rttsrCs
-W (FlIMALP0MLFOLLOWINkC rIEsIC24 (WTIIi#P

BAPRI3NT mAThix PBpiwrimc
RGAI II RF PAAs E ,CIENVALUES cAIX'ILAT7s mAL SIMAATpIcTS
PIIT MArM I RLT IPL ICAT IOM
MAA.D PMARI1 ADDITICHd

WM MTR I t ANSPSU I IIO

t'Nr'SP'ArSEGNACIh ~ f~*OrI
TT qO"PTTS 1LANSt!R FROCI1HS
C39cx ()4!CX coi~smc Off~ INPUTS
POL ES P"IT rl U 7T P" r PS
ZrP(OS crvqtrr! sI SO TV 7 3 IIUjI P

*Crv Crg, rr ZEPOS BY WOCxxT~T'SMTO( La~N

sCI PWTIAI
RESID 71*! TI FIPSPWE) prSylUPs

IALAW FIND PIFVADAIS ANDS t(CFNV!171S VIA
_]I T4MS 134! 3v A.LtXI11 (6 S1Ca11IPJPS)

vITA
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ROPTSYS User's Manual.
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Appendix J.

ROPTSYS Computer Program

This appendix includes the users manual for the ROPTSYS computer program,

which is located on the FSD VAX at NASA Ames Research center, and an example

data file. The data file was used to calculate the full order compensator in the

Navion example in Chapter 2. The lengthy FORTRAN listing is not shown.
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Memory Allocation. (contd)
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Memory Allocation. (contd) p
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Memory Allocation. (contd)
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Memory Allocation. (contd)
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%.W Memory Allocation. (contd)
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£ Memory Allocation. (contd)
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Memory Allocation. (contd)
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4 Memory Allocation.
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Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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C- Hover Controller Subroutine. (contd)
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Appendix K.

RSANDY Computer Program

The RSANDY computer program is a modified version of the SANDY com-

puter program written by Uy-Loi Ly as part of his PhD dissertation at Stanford

[31 and later modified first by Gardner [161. It is stored on the FSD VAX at NASA

Ames Research Center. Ly also wrote a user's guide for the SANDY program.t8]

This appendix gives the input format changes to make the SANDY user's guide

correct for the RSANDY program. The major capabilities added by the RSANDY

program are:

* an optional gradient step-size reducer from Gardner [16]

* a linear discrete model of the closed loop system can be created for later

simulation studies

* a leading free line and free lines before all the data items are included to

help in documenting the data files

The changes which follow apply to page numbers in the SANDY User's Guide.

Other than these changes, the program is exactly like the SANDY program. Also

included here is an example data set for running the program. This data was

used to find the reduced order Navion compensator in Chapter 2. In the following

changes, the new variables needed by the program are italicized.
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Change 1, page 117a. Running the RSANDY Program

ORSAND Y Infde Outfde Simfile

where:

RSANDY- A VMS command file which runs the RSANDY.EXE file with Infile,

Outfile, and Simfile as data files.

Infile- A file containing the input data; an example is shown at the end of

this appendix.

Outfile- A filename where the program will write the output.

Simfile- A filename written by program, if IPLOT=1, which contains the lin-

ear simulation models used by the SIMPLOT program, described in

Appendix M.

Change 2, page 119a. Item 1

Np,n,m,m',p,p',p" ,r,flag, NNS, IPPSS, ICF, ISS

where:

NNS- Set to 0.

IPPSS- Set to 0.

ICF- Set to 0.

ISS- Set to 0.

Change 3, page II9a. Item 2

Maxfn, Nvar, Tol, MS TEP, Nlinear,Tf, Print,IDPRN, ICLPRNMA PRN, IPL 0 T, D T,IB G

where:

MSTEP- Maximum step size for the gradient algorithm. Start at 100 and make

it smaller if there are convergence problems.

S
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IDPRN- = 0 for no input data printout.

ICLPRN- = 0 for no closed loop data printout.

MAPRN- = 0 for no modal analysis printout.

IPLOT- = 0 for not creating a simulation model. = N for creating a simulation

model of the N'h plant condition.

DT- Cycle time for the discrete simulation model. Rule of Thumb, DT t

Change 4, page 126. Add Item 9

Data: XO

Description:

XO- A vector with (n + r + m') zeros.

II

4.

"S

r|

I
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d RSANDY Example Data File.

DATA FOR RSA~ioY FORTH QWa-A 2 EX THMAVIONSAT 100I KMMTS(RELE0 CIRDER COMP) 1l 0T6 CdSA4

@PLMT N 41 'E NNLC.1S uIPSS, ICE ISS L) 06SNIS YEORE

M.,dnpdv..roIpE 0: 0LNA.IPll OR 0 CLPRM.M4PRE IPLoT. OT IBC 2 1 1 0

Co a 1 0E-0DI.100.0.999 00 . 0. 0. 0 0. 05 1 2I,9 CC4TKT1

POOBABILITy DENSITY OF PLANT CONDITION4 I 6DO 20 SNIETYECDX

1 0 2~ HEl1)S WECnE l

F MATRIX(N X NIU W.Q.1WITA 
21.10

045~~~ 03..-22ELTER CONISTA14T
3045 02 16 0.0 6 20

()191._-0396 -2,0ALA
00 0. 980 

0 DO

0A.IE 0 Q MATIx( p, x p* )VELOI.TY.HDO

-0 10 0 10
-1 0. MATIX .. ) ELEVATOR 11R011LE

40 Ah(n20 0.1 0

045.016.0.0 A1A01 16_9

37 2 02.0. 
0 MADO I 3 9 169

0.00191. 0396.0.0 
0 143A 02112

00 0.0 0 66 0 24
HS MATIX( p X )VELOCITY.H1WT 2 676R -324

10- 00.106 0 OCD-0 -0 IOO0-0I

D0 1 A hiX p o -13 14 -I 22a

30 AT I DVAM( NO, ,
0 0 3 4 S. 6.7.11.12
0W 0AhI p s*2TEll 9 20

0:; 0.1 IX 0.0 0 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 0 0 0.0

0 3 0.1 0
HC MATRIX( p' )VELOCMT HDOT
1 0 0.0.0
0 -1 0 0.176 0
DCU MATRIX( p' *
0 0
030

"C HATR I X( P, -
0 0 0 0.0

Hp '4ATI X( p- . IUw Q, THETA F(DT

0 1 0700
0 0 57 3 0
0 0 0) 5 7 3
0 1 0 0.176 0
DI'S MATRIX( P" x
0 0
a0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Dpw 1AfltX( P' X
0 0 0. 0
0.0.0 0
0 0 0.0
0 0 0
3W Not S E TYPE ORDER1 RlE

223
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Appendix L.

SETPNT Computer Program

This appendix lists the computer program which calculates the feedforward

matrix described in Appendix D. This version does not have the G, matrix. The

data formats and data sequence are described at the beginning of the program.

Also included is an example data set (the full-order Navion of Chapter 2).

209
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SIETPNT Computer Program.

* 0

l R0

T= 2

c~ 2

I 7 ,.I * 00"
t El 3j2". 2!

a.. c-4

e~ 2 EEE; 8

)K 9 -! 464

a- . -- - - - - - -~- - - -
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C "SETPNT Computer Program. (contd)

E z

- x-! -. ~ ,W

--i I -. i ta -

I "

go

WE 7~E~E ~ ~ dt ;~.

- -A

Go--- 

-
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SETPNT Computer Program. (contd)

z -Z 0.:~

z I

-zi S§

-z =r -r*c-m
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SETPNT Computer Program. (coutd)

o' c - z -
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SETPNT Computer Program. (contd)

I 
itl

t c

B0:E 1 L

-- - - - - - -

0c -
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SETPNT Computer Program. (contd)

i: r

z

- 0. i

c A

a -0 -0 '; .
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SETPNT Computer Program. (contd)0

7j
I 7

- I
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-- u ~ u
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SETPNT Computer Program. (coutd)

x -

2 yi

c z

-- t - -----

- C fl2i~ii~u S ,E
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SETPNT Computer Program Example Data Set.

N MP.R.SAMPLE TIME FOR SPHOV5 DAT
4 2,3.4, 5
F MATRIX( n X n )--UW.QTHETA

045, .036.0,-32 2
37.-2 02,176 0.0

00191,-.0396,-2 98.0
0.0, 1.0.0
G MATRIX( n X m )
0.1
-28 2.0
-11 0,0
0,0
HS MATRIX( p X n )--U,'DOT,THTA
1 0.0,0.0
0.-1 0.0,176.0
0,0,0.1.O
DSU MATRIX. PXM
0.0
0.0
0.0
A MATRIX

0 0O)OE-00 1 000 O.OOOOE-00 0OOOOE-0O
-14 69 -6 072 0.(0X00E+00 0 OOOOE+00
0 000OE00 0 00CE-00 -11.34 0.0000E+00
0 000E+00 000CCOE-00 0 000OE+00 -1.816
B MATRIX
-0 2781 -0 8863E-01 6.515
1 485 0.8725 -33.66
-0.1334E-01 -2 622 2.441
0 7711 -0 4641E-01 -10 10

C MATRIX
0 000 -0 1OOE-01 -0. 1OOE-O1 0 3600E-02
-0 1978 -0 2163F-01 0.3446E-01 - oo0
D MATRIX, MXP
0.0.0
0.0,0
HO MATRIX. M X N*R. -- U.HDOT.THETA
1.0,0.0'0.0.0.0'0
0.-1 0,0,176 0.0,0,0.0
LD MATRIX, M X M
0.0
0.0
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SCALEMZ Computer Program. (contd)

a z

ZEEl

1- 7

-. I

- -. --- - --- x. ...

4 z

I =- _77l >

-x ...-H!

i5 k
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SCALEM2 Computer Program.

E a

rz -r

I- I

3 -9. 3P

fA- - - - - - - - - -

-t - - .I e z

zt-E
a" a S: 5 6IS 0

X: E
........... * .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .

-...... .. ....... ..... .. ..
.......--------------..~
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SCALEMIL Computer Program. (contd)

7 -7

12 9

-i 'a i

1! t LI
Z7 -7 z 7

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

84" 1 E-,

r- z

Nip

2 1 Az^

7 :7

- - , - - -. -. -
-- ------ -- - _ = -- - - - - -

----- ----- ---- ----- # # .
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SCALEMI Computer Program.

02

P R2

4 j - - -

. - 1 t -IW N

• -2 - -.•x . .

zz ~ t- ly- . [ 09 z U-t, *_zz

0 --- ----

I -Ow n 1

*~ ~ R
- - " .1 11 -;

.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1. :

** iZ
C U CC t-00000



Appendix N.

SCALEM1 and SCALEM2 Computer
Programs

This appendix lists the computer programs for doing the fixed point scaling

described in Appendix E. Also included are two example sets of data. These

programs are written in VAX BASIC. The SCALEMI computer program does the

scaling for the longitudinal CAS controller. The SCALEM2 computer program

does the scaling for the hover controller. The description of required data is at the

beginning of each program. The SCALEMI data is for the 6"h order compensator

with integral control. The SCALEM2 data is for the final hover controller.
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SIMPLOT Example Data File.

4.8,0. 1.15.0,0.0

18.22,20.21.16.17.18.22
:NAVION WITH FULL ORDER COM HDOT COM 10I FT/SEC

FORWARD VEL(FT/SEC)
'CLIMB RATE(FT/SEC)
* PITCH RATE (DEG/SEC)
' THETA (DEC)
* ELEVATOR (DEGREES)

' TROTTLE (FT/SEC**2)
'FORWARD VEL(FT/SEC)
'CLIMB RATE (FT/SEC)
0,0,0,0.0.0, 100.0,0,0,0,0,0,00,0.0.00.0,0,00.00

.'
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SIMPLOT Computer Program. (contd)

DO 3100 t'l.Wr

YALA~Y() -DAT(Cr'tI K) y" "i
~ I! YARAY1 LT YmI[Ni YlWYARAAy(

CALL P14YSCR 'SRTC (rE3E) .y-VRC(? CVE"
CALL AREAZO 02 1)
CALL XHMq ( TlE(.-)*9 0
CALL y~wAE VREP (PLTIT(MW1) )
CALL CROS 0S AL 'I U1S 114SCALE'm!
CA.LL YVE STI0)
CALL NPT

"M CON~TINUE
CALL ElvL(Npcwn
00 TO~ SOW

4 lrS IS 1 M PART THAT DOES 4 PfLOTS/PNCE

CAL PAC11 0.

CALL !1 ( R~~

WN START M t4M rpC plZtaT HE I 4 CURVES

DO 4400 "UYVELt4

KIC s iTM Coum O 7W VECTOR Iti OAT SumW PWFTWD

p124T. (4)W~ff 4) *WCRVE

I Y A R A Y A_ A R Y

CAkLL PI4TSOR 114(3 2N E yCR)IV
CALL AREAZO ~
CALL yw~E %tE(PLTt(Z,,) .20)
CALL CROSS'SAE

CALL Ctm [ET114E.YARAY NP~r 0)
CALL MON "PCdT)

44C0 CowrTIPIE
CALL ENDPL (mPcwT

4500 CoETIIM
Go TO 50

,,'0 CALL IXHEL
RETUKP

EN
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14 SIMPLOT Computer Program. (contd)

." 0

3 5

.
4

B 8

.~4.
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SIMPLOT Computer Prognam. (coutd)

-sn2

00

2 2

- --- - C' -

O 2 18te Sd
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SEMPLOT Computer Program.

E.- " . -- 0"

f T

g -o

a. t0 " .- ,,1

U .=U-0 " * .. .. -. . ,. ..1 
.o . . ..

CC::: -, . *C- CC- C ... ... .. ..... .. .. 1

CC 0- C - U -

e8 C...- ., - .C u-. , - . '-.-. . -

-i 1.

0000

111 HU
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m- Number of controls.
p" - Number of performance variables.

Item 3
GRTIT,PLTIT(NPLT)
where:

GRTIT- A 50 character variable containing the title which will be put on all NPLT/NTYPE
pages of plots.

PLTIT- An array of NPLT 20 character variables containing the y-axis labels for the
plots. The x-axis is always time.

Note: These character variables must be exactly 50 and 20 characters long.

Item 4
XCO(n + r + ns)
XCO is an array containing n + r + ns initial conditions on the simulation states in the
following order:

State Parameter
ZI

I plant states
Zn

Z1

I compensator states
Zr

WI

I noise filter states
Wn UI/n

.-
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Description of "Plotdata' File inputs

Item 1
NT YPENPLT,NPLTR,D Ti, TMAXIDF, TR
where:

NTYPE- "1" for 1 plot per page, horizontal. "3" for 3 plots per page, vertical. "4" for 4
plots per page, horizontal.

NPLT- The total number of plots to be made NPLT/NTYPE must be an integer less
than 13.

NPLTR - "1" for immediate results on a VT125 screen. "0" to create plot files, VECTR.PLV
and PARM.PLV.

DTI- The data point interval, DTl/DT(from RSANDY) must be an integer.

TMAX- Final time of the simulation, TMAX/DT1 must be less than 5000.

IDF- "1" to run the simulation TR seconds prior to recording data for plotting. This
is used to allow filtered noise to reach a steady covariance. "0" to start taking
plot data at time= 0.

TR- The number of seconds to wait prior to recording and plotting data.

Item 2
Plot parameter ID's, the array NPARM
NPARMis an array containing NPLT identification numbers of the variables to be plotted.
The parameters are identified in the following sequence:

ID number Parameter
1 zi
j plant states
n Xn

n + 1z1

I I compensator states
nt + r zr

n+r+l w

j j, noise filter states
nt + r + n8 Wn#

n+r+ns+1 u
I j controls

n+r+ns+m um
ni+r+nA+rn+l Ut

I I performance variables(from RSANDY)
n + r + na + m + p" VP"

where:

n- Order of the plant.

r- Order of the compensator.

ns- Number of states in all the noise filters.

- - - - - -!-
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, Running SIMPLOT

OSIMPLOT Plotdata Simfde

where:

SIMPLOT- A VMS command file which runs the SIMPLOT.EXE file with Plot-

data and Simfile as data files.

Plotdata- A users created file containing data used by SIMPLOT. The input

item descriptions are shown on following pages.

Simfile- The simulation model file previously created by an RSANDY run.

The SIMPLOT program will ask 3 questions:

1. "Are the disturbances random?"

Type 'I' for yes or "0' for no. If no noise was modeled in the RSANDY run which

D) created the Simfile, you must type "0". If you had noise in the RSANDY run but want

a clean time response, you can type 0" and no noise will show up in the time responses.

If you answered "0" to this question, the simulation will be run. If you answered "I", the

program will ask:

2. "Input new random number generator seed?"

Type in any odd integer for a new seed or type in zero for the default seed.

3. "Input scale factors for disturbances"

To force the simulation to be driven by noise having the same RMS as the RSANDY data,

type "1 1,1...1" where there are as many l's as there were random inputs in the RSANDY

data, i.e. n'. If you want to scale the RMS of the noise, change the "l's' accordingly. For

example, typing "2,.5' will make the first noise source twice the RMS of the RSANDY

data and will make the second source half as large.

r ,. , .." , ,.. , _ '-- x..--" .._ ..._ . . .. ... .... ... ... ..... . ... ... .. .
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SIMPLOT Computer Program

This appendix is the user's guide for the SIMPLOT computer program. The

simulation part of the code was written by Bruce Gardner. It uses models created

by the RSANDY program to run simulations of the closed loop designs. The

program has the option of including the random disturbances used in the RSANDY

design. Up to 12 variables can be plotted versus time and displayed on a VT125

screen or sent to a file for later plotting. The listing of the program and an example

data set (Navion with full-order compensator from Chapter 2) are shown at the

end of the appendix. The user's guide begins on the next page.
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SCALEM2 Computer Program. (coutd)

'IT 1
"40 p11 W? TAB(I0)."13f N MATRIX IS-
IT OFOR 1=1 TO NC\ ?cA J= IO ID N\ PR1w? TAB(30s) ?IW N(I J).\NET AT P1!fl'\ m

4? I w
PR60 P11W? 0

2290 PRINT? TAN (1 0) M CI~3IU SCALED NOABLE MATICES ARE)
FOR0 I1W A ItO COMUTER SCALED I (ATNIllX is-

2240X I~ m= TO \ FOR J-1 TO MK\ PRINT TAspJA) I"lNS (I 3) I \ MET ArJ P" INT\

M3 PROINT TAD(01.-Ttll COMPUTER SCALED C MATRIX IS-
2310 FOR 1I TO NC\ FOR J-i To NR\ Pptwr TAB(J-8) fl(CCS1I~j1( \ NEXT 13 POINT\
2320 PIN TABIO 1E CC1JTr SCALE N MATRIX IS'2320 PRINT~ TO (0) ED ~ OI\P1? A(S.WIS!.3)\P!?API
23~ 1

2340 PRINT
Z2330 PRINT TAB I1) :TMZ COPLETELY SCALED MATRICES ARE'
2360 PRINT TAB 1)" AIA Jl! S230P ,W T(IJ . "lE AFINAL MATIX IS"
23970 FOR 1.1 Pit IA 7Cr TO (1A '8) A(0 fWI1A(.1l\NT 1

4 P1 T 1~M ( F M L I ) \ N X

2390 P11WT TA (10. TINT CINAL MATIX ir
940 IC'R "I To NR\ FOR J-1 TO pM\ Pit1W? TABJ"S).nep(FIMIL(1.j)1 NET A\ P1ttwr\ NEXT I *NLMTIIS

2440 PRINT TAB (Ia). TIE EXINAL pATRIX IS"
2'430 FOR 1=1 TV HC\ 1-1 M, p TA~3)f(I A(l).\WC, ( NEST )
2460 P11WN TAB (10)."T4E ERIINAL MATRI IS'
2 430 FOR I =1 TO NC\ P11JW ToNC PRINT 0).lIE(EXIINAL(1)).\ NEST NET

2440 PR11W? TAB 10) ."TE KXTINAL MATRIX IS-
2(40 FCR 1.3 TO "C\ PRINT TAB(S FMJKX!MAL());\ NEXT I
2460 PRIT1 A(1W? MKIFX 4

2440 PRINT TEA MATRIXT Kr~IRE A.T A IES- RU N11 ASq

42310 P11t "TifrE C MATRIX REQUJIRES A tJTAA".ISSALd.W N STRAU" 9AS Y
2320 P1IW? "THE N MlATRIX REQUIRES A LRTA" I -SCALEW."TH4EN XTRAU"
2510 P1RW 'lI"TE C~ MATRI EE RES ARES A IDA.-SCALEKXlE 11S"194SR* I
Z540 PR W? "TIC IX (2)I EQUITRErJS A BTA . IS-SCALE;TEN (2. lIN U WI
2330 P1IW? "TIE KR ( R LDN EQUIRES A LATA'". 16-SAEI (3.I hN TAJ
236 P1?lIE KX! (II EL=EN REU1IRES A ITA".s X 2SCL~ (I."141 STRAt

230 P11W? I lI EW t :TN ELIW E S A EATA'". IN-SCAEKXI lE STRAU"
Z30 P1W? TNTE X 3 ELEMENT R~1E AA.I-CLEI11TE T~I

22 PRINT -THE K 1) ELEMENT REQUINES A [ATA".8 1SSAEE~( I 141 SRtI"
2350) PitW INTE KXI I EL=EN fkECI2IRES A [PRTA'". 18- SCALEEO() lE STl~kU"

230 P1W5 14 3 ELEMENT RQtU1E A [PTA. -! SA .~(1"lIEN STRAtI"
234 r FTE ETI 81 ."1 TCU

$9 N NN QIE AA41- TNSRU
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SCALEMI Computer Program Example Data.

NR, NM, NC. TP"

6,4.2. .05
"A MATRIX(NR)"
-.23081,. 89831. -23642,1 17826. 43492- 88649
"B MATRIX(NR X NM) MEASUREMENTS DISTRIBUTION MATRIX
-16.358,-456.87,-.2653, .O545&
-8.274, -230.9,- .15366..01224&
10.224,195.99 .02073,- 005186
2,39548,49.65..00599, .00061&
2 749,160.16, .17429, .0093&
1 04027,-.01363,- .00002, .00428
"C MATRIX(NC X NR) COMPENSATOR STATE TO CONTROL DISTRIBUTION MATRIX
0,0,1.0,0.0,1.0,1.0, 68818&
- 91396.2.70164,- 90986.4 64211. 56013.1 0
"N MATRIX(NC X NC) COMMAND DISTRIBUTION MATRIX"
- 08369. - .03789&
- 164. .07336
"KI MATRIX(NC X NC) INTEGRAL GAIN MATRIX"
-.0042511i-.04904&
- .0040024, - .042269
"BSCALE() -------- THE SCALING FACTORS ON SPECIFIC COLUMNtS OF B
017452..017452,1.1
"CSCALE(NR) ------- THE SCALING FACTORS ON SPECIFIC COLUMNS 6F c."

"NSCALE(NC) ------- THE SCALING FACTORS ON SPECIFIC COLUMN4S OF N
1.1
"KISCALE(NC) ---- THE SCALING FACTORS ON SPECIFIC COLUMNS OF KI"
1.1
"YSCALE (NM) ------- THE SCALING ON EACH MEASUREMENT."
500.500,32.8
"CNTRLSCALE (NC) --- THE COMPUTER SCALING ON EACH CONTROL."
1024.1024
"YDSCALE(NC) ---- THE COMPUTER SCALING ON EACH DESIRED OUTPUT."
8,32
YMAX(NM) --------- THE VECTOR OF MAX VALUES OF TIE MEASUREMENTS."
20,20.20.30
"YDMAX (NC) -------- THE VECTOR OF MAX VALUES OF THE DESIRED OUTPUTS
30.20

6:
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4 SCALEM2 Computer Program Example Data.

"NR NM NC. TP"
58.3, 05
'THE MINIMAL DISCRETE COMPENSATOR DYNAMICS MATRIX, PHI, IS:"
-0 78263,1 74302,.090592.O.960O6,O.72946
"THE MINIMAL DISCRETE COMPENSATOR INPUT MATRIX, GAMMAMIN. IS:"

-O 00068,O.00024,-O.00074.-0 01160,.04977,O.01823,0.10458,-I.91023&
-O 00076, -0 00083. -O 00088, -O 01252,0.04972,O.00800,O.08074,-1.75084&
0 00214,-O 00052,0.00084, -0.00071, -O.10784,-0.05930. -0.00479, O37056&
-0 00048.0 000010.000156,0.00007,0.00701,0.00129.0.00276,0 00769&
-0 00356,0 00115,0.00006.0.00581,-O.67143.0.13067,-2.77471.-1.64643
"THE MINIMAL COMPENSATOR OUTPUT MATRIX, 'IIN, IS:"
-1 79786,1.82597.1.00000.-0 16434.1.00000&
0 10394,-0 03719.0 36894,1.00000,0.11184&
0 OOOOO.1 00000.0.79317,0.03578.0.09061
"N MAT7IX(NC X NC) COMMAND DISTRIBUTION MATRIX"
-4 829E-02.-9 785E-03,-2 378E-03&
7 004E-03.-7 883E-02,2 098E-03&
-1 175E-02.-3 420E-03,5,886E-02
"THE KX MATRIX"
- 26522,- 19939.-12212
"THE KXI MATRIX"
- 0000864, - 0001028, - 17365
"THE KXD MATRIX"
- 094118,-.72424,-3 0
"BSCALE(NM) ------- THE SCALING FACTORS ON SPECIFIC COLUMNS OF B
1,1,1, 017452. .017452. 017452, .017452- .017452
"CSCALE(NR) ------- THE SCALING FACTORS ON SPECIFIC COLUMS OF C.

"

1 1i 1,1.

"NSCALE(NC) ------- THE SCALING FACTORS ON SPECIFIC COLUMNS OF N."
1,..

"YSCALE (NM) ------- THE SCALING ON EACH MEASUREMENT."
32.32,32,500,500,500,500,500
"CNTRLSCALE (NC) --- THE COMPUTER SCALING ON EACH CONTROL."
1024, 1024. 1024
"YDSCALE (NC) --- THE COMPUTER SCALING ON EACH DESIRED OUTPUT."
32.32,32
1"YIAX (NM) --------- THE VECTOR OF MAX VALUES OF THE MEASUREMENTS."
50,50 .30, 1000. ,30.20, 30
"fDMAX(NC) -------- THE VECTOR OF MAX VALUES OF THE DESIRED OUTPUTS."
20.20.20

7-I
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